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160 Documents
Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

WO2022200453 A1

Negative pressure wound therapy devices

T.J.SMITH AND NEPHEW,
LIMITED ([GB])

WO2022200108 A1

Backrest for a vehicle seat, vehicle seat comprising this

PSA AUTOMOBILES SA ([FR])

backrest and vehicle comprising the vehicle seat
WO2022199990 A1

Additively manufactured fluid-permeable material structure

SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL
GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022199973 A1
WO2022199915 A1

Mobile flanging machine and method for mounting a mobile

FR. JACOB SÖHNE GMBH &

flanging machine

CO. KG ([DE])

Visible component for a motor vehicle, and motor vehicle

BAYERISCHE MOTOREN

having visible component

WERKE
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT ([DE])

WO2022199042 A1

Car body underframe and vehicle

CRRC SHANDONG CO., LTD.
([CN])

WO2022198467 A1

Mouth-closing device, and fixing device for fixing intraoral

WANG, Lei ([CN])

apparatus
WO2022198243 A2

A carrier assembly

VDM SUPPLY CHAIN
SOLUTIONS (PTY) LTD ([ZA])

WO2022197173 A1
WO2022195588 A1

Recycled plastic board of a construction system for the

ESPINOSA SOLIS, Ramón

construction of housing

Martín ([MX])

Robotic surgery system

HUMAN XTENSIONS LTD.
([IL])

WO2022194972 A1

Energy generating device

KUHN, Harald ([DE])

WO2022194839 A1

Multi-profile milling apparatus and machining device

HOMAG KANTENTECHNIK
GMBH ([DE])
LEITZ GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022194725 A1

Antenna cladding for aircraft

LUFTHANSA TECHNIK AG
([DE])

WO2022194625 A1

Stand for an image recording device, in particular a thermal

XSPECTER GMBH ([DE])

imaging camera, and system for detecting objects comprising
a stand of this kind
WO2022194445 A1

Adjusting assembly for adjusting at least one seat contour

PSA AUTOMOBILES SA ([FR])

region of a vehicle seat for a vehicle, vehicle seat having the
adjusting assembly, and vehicle having the vehicle seat
WO2022194319 A1

Main bearing assembly for a wind turbine

SCHAEFFLER TECHNOLOGIES
AG & CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022192927 A1

Recording device and recording method for measuring a

UMWELTDATA GMBH ([AT])

forest stand
WO2022191964 A1

Advanced bonding agent

DDP SPECIALTY ELECTRONIC
MATERIALS US, LLC ([US])

WO2022189647 A1

Flame retardant polypropylene composition

BOREALIS AG ([AT])

WO2022189564 A1

Method for the additive manufacturing of a component, using

AIM3D GMBH ([DE])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

at least one volume chamber that is to be filled with filler
material
WO2022189502 A1

Method for producing an inner tube for a supporting device,

PERI SE ([DE])

and supporting device having such an inner tube
WO2022188960 A1

Monitoring device for a high-voltage installation

SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL
GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

WO2022188888 A1

Garden tool having blowing function

POSITEC POWER TOOLS
(SUZHOU) CO., LTD. ([CN])

WO2022188372 A1
WO2022185013 A1

Wind power blade root layering design method and wind

SANY RENEWABLE ENERGY

power blade root structure

CO., LTD ([CN])

Improved adaptive optical device and associated

ALPAO ([FR])

manufacturing process
WO2022184814 A1

Portable heating device

KISZILAK, Jürgen ([AT])
GANSTER, Karlheinz ([AT])

WO2022184580 A1
WO2022184435 A1

Cold-rolled flat steel product and method for the production

THYSSENKRUPP STEEL

thereof

EUROPE AG ([DE])

Steamer trough for steam treatment drawer

BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH
([DE])

WO2022184400 A1

Flow-forming machine and method for flow forming

LEIFELD METAL SPINNING
GMBH ([DE])

WO2022184380 A1

Cable assembly for charging an electric vehicle, and parking

DETHLOFF, Heike ([DE])

assembly
WO2022184329 A1

Transport system having a modular container

WERBETECHNIK HILKER
GMBH ([DE])

WO2022184305 A1

Self-securing device preventing a communication means from

STRASSER, Philipp ([AT])

remaining in an undefined intermediate position
WO2022182230 A1

Roof ventilation system for a greenhouse

BELUA BEHEER B.V. ([NL])

WO2022180022 A1

Method for operating a processing apparatus and

HOMAG GMBH ([DE])

corresponding processing apparatus
WO2022179844 A1

Locking device for locking a rechargeable battery pack

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH ([DE])

WO2022179662 A1

Spoke-star unit made of a fibre-reinforced plastic

EVOLIME GMBH ([DE])

EP4063540 A2

Method of producing porous oxide layers on aluminum

Politechnika Slaska ([PL])

containing polymeric corrosion inhibitors
EP4063047 A1
EP4062792 A1

Tool holder or tool base holder and method for moulding a

ZCC Cutting Tools Europe

tool holder or a tool base holder

GmbH ([DE])

Trolley case

CHUZHOU YUJIAN TRAVEL
PRODUCT CO., LTD. ([CN])

EP4064697 A1
EP4064699 A1
EP4060744 A1

System and method for rendering three-dimensional image

Lightspace Technologies, SIA

content

([LV])

Method and system for reducing motion-to-photon latency in

Lightspace Technologies, SIA

head-mounted display system

([LV])

Array substrate and display device

BOE Technology Group Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])
Chengdu BOE Optoelectronics

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees
Technology Co., Ltd. ([CN])

EP4060283 A1

Active damping of a measuring device

Hexagon Technology Center
GmbH ([CH])

EP4060280 A1

Protected component, protected vehicle and method

Rheinmetall Landsysteme
GmbH ([DE])

EP4059775 A1

Bodywork of a commercial vehicle with a fixing rail and

Schmitz Cargobull AG ([DE])

commercial vehicle with a bodywork
EP4057503 A1

Connector for photovoltaic device, photovoltaic device and

K2 Systems GmbH ([DE])

photovoltaic system
EP4057108 A1

A power supply unit for an electronic device

Aptiv Technologies Limited
([BB])

EP4056408 A1

Battery pack and electric vehicle

BYD Company Limited ([CN])

EP4056013 A1

Pneumatic distribution machine with a plurality of distribution

RAUCH Landmaschinenfabrik

members and distribution member for such a distribution

GmbH ([DE])

machine
EP4053343 A1

Mobile foundation

BTE Stelcon GmbH ([DE])

EP4053984 A1

Battery, battery module, battery pack, and electric vehicle

BYD Company Limited ([CN])

EP4053980 A1

Battery pack and electric vehicle

BYD Company Limited ([CN])

EP4053976 A1

Battery, battery module, battery pack and electric vehicle

BYD Company Limited ([CN])

DE102021203089 A1

Tool for producing a semi-finished product from a pultrudate

Karlsruher Institut für

by means of Pultrusion, use of a tool for producing a semi-

Technologie ([DE])

finished product from a pultrudate by means of Pultrusion
and method for producing a semi-finished product from a
pultrudate by means of Pultrusion
DE102021001591 A1

Method for folding-up a vehicle

BRAEUTIGAM YVES ([DE])

DE102021202987 A1

Portal axle assembly and motor vehicle

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

DE102021203121 A1

Housing arrangement for a drive unit, drive unit for a vehicle

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit

which can be driven with muscle power and additionally with

beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

motor power, and vehicle
DE102021202852 A1

Additively prepared fluid-permeable material structure

Siemens Energy Global GmbH
& Co. KG ([DE])

DE102021203137 A1

Pallet

2in1 AG ([CH])

DE102021107661 A1

Mounting frame for mounting a sanitary body on a wall

Grohe AG ([DE])

DE102021001607 A1

Folding table with sunsail or fabric awning as lifting aid

Eckhoff Jürgen ([DE])

DE102021202829 A1

Backrest for a vehicle seat, vehicle seat for a vehicle with the

PSA Automobiles SA ([FR])

backrest and vehicle with the vehicle seat
DE102021107731 A1
DE102021107572 A1
DE102021107720 A1

Mobile flanging machine and method for assembling a mobile

Fr. Jacob Söhne GmbH & Co.

flanging machine

KG ([DE])

Visible component for a motor vehicle and motor vehicle with

Bayerische Motoren Werke

a visible component

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

Method, device and installation for producing a three-

Dieffenbacher GmbH

dimensional moulded part

Maschinen- und Anlagenbau
([DE])

DE102021106485 A1

Multi-profile milling device and machining device

HOMAG Kantentechnik GmbH

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees
([DE])
Leitz GmbH & Co.KG ([DE])

DE102021106494 A1

Energy generating device

Kuhn Harald ([DE])

DE102021106651 A1

Protected component, protected vehicle and method

Rheinmetall Landsysteme
GmbH ([DE])

DE102021106716 A1

Leaf spring device, running gear and vehicle

Rheinmetall Invent GmbH
([DE])

DE102021106616 A1

Main bearing arrangement for a wind turbine

Schaeffler Technologies AG &
Co. KG ([DE])

DE102021106755 A1
DE102021106321 A1

Coupling component for connecting a patient connection

Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA

piece to a respiratory gas supply

([DE])

Antenna fairing for aircraft

Lufthansa Technik
Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

DE102021001394 A1
DE102022105108 A1
DE102021106143 A1

Lightweight load carrier for logistics for the simultaneous

Mercedes-Benz Group AG

transport of several components, preferably a pallet

([DE])

Lightweight component and method for producing a

Bayerische Motoren Werke

lightweight component

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

Roof tent for vehicles

Rodin Adventures UG
(haftungsbeschränkt) ([DE])

DE102021202378 A1

Method for producing an inner tube for a support device and

PERI SE ([DE])

support device comprising such an inner tube
DE102021105925 A1

Device for actuating a toilet with a foot

Schmidt Dominik ([DE])

DE102021202474 A1

Adjusting arrangement for adjusting at least one seat contour

PSA Automobiles SA ([FR])

region of a vehicle seat for a vehicle, vehicle seat with the
adjusting arrangement and vehicle with the vehicle seat
DE102021106053 A1

Air guiding system

HBPO GmbH ([DE])

DE102021202373 A1

Plug connector with protective element for a seal

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE102021105792 A1
DE102021106037 A1

Sandwich component, turbine jet engine and method for the

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-

production thereof

und Raumfahrt e.V. ([DE])

Method for the additive production of a component using at

AIM3D GmbH ([DE])

least one volume chamber to be filled with filling material
DE102021001289 A1

Housing, in particular for a motor vehicle

Mercedes-Benz Group AG
([DE])

DE102021105646 A1

Operating device for a vehicle

Behr-Hella Thermocontrol
GmbH ([DE])

DE102021001115 A1

Transport system with a modular container

Werbetechnik Hilker GmbH
([DE])

DE102021202196 A1

Connector device

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE102021105214 A1
DE102021001167 A1

Device for fixing a foot washing basin and foot washing

GROHEDAL Sanitärsysteme

device comprising such a device

GmbH ([DE])

Thermal insulation board made of mineral fibres with gypsum

Friemuth Bernd ([DE])

coating

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

DE102021202204 A1

Connector device

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE102021105455 A1
DE102021105409 A1

Cage for an axial ball bearing and method for assembling a

Schaeffler Technologies AG &

ball ring with said cage

Co. KG ([DE])

Fire-resistant sandwich structure

Elbe Flugzeugwerke GmbH
([DE])

DE102021105357 A1
DE102022002321 A1

Cold-rolled flat steel product and method for the production

ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe

thereof

AG ([DE])

Component arrangement comprising a spacer element

Mercedes-Benz Group AG
([DE])

DE102022001770 A1

Electrical energy storage device

Mercedes-Benz Group AG
([DE])

DE102021104718 A1

Children's bicycle frame and children's bicycle frame

FOND OF GmbH ([DE])

DE102021104740 A1

Spoke star made of a fibre-plastic composite

Evolime GmbH ([DE])

DE102021201953 A1

Steamer tray for steam treatment drawer

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH ([DE])

DE102021104809 A1

Roof module, vehicle body and method for producing a

Bayerische Motoren Werke

vehicle body

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

Roof module system, vehicle body and method for producing

Bayerische Motoren Werke

a vehicle body

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

System comprising a battery pack and a connecting device

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit

DE102021104808 A1
DE102021104606 A1

beschränkter Haftung ([DE])
DE102021104610 A1

Locking device for locking a battery pack

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE102021104614 A1

Locking device for locking a battery pack

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

DE202022104537 U1

A highly stable SOI silicon pressure sensor chip

CHINA NATIONAL CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING NO. 14
CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
([CN])
ZHONGHUA TIANKANG
TECHNOLOGY(NANJING) CO.,
LTD. ([CN])

DE202022104297 U1
DE202022001702 U1

Housing arrangement of a drive unit of a vehicle which can be

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit

operated with muscle power and/or motor power

beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

Pressureless heat accumulator

IfL Ingenieurbüro für Leichtbau
GmbH & Co KG ([DE])

DE202022001154 U1

Pocket roller bag

Neubauer Norbert ([DE])

DE202021102541 U1

Mobile concrete pump with distribution mast eccentrically

Liebherr-Mischtechnik GmbH

articulated to the mast base

([DE])

Improved length adjustable ossicular prosthesis with in-situ

Heinz Kurz GmbH ([DE])

DE202022104408 U1

extension from the head plate
DE202022104136 U1

Novel lightweight lignite fly ash ceramic sand formulation

Khan Abbas ([DE])

DE202022001476 U1

Hammock frame for temporary attachment to a ball head

Brück Guido ([DE])

coupling of motor vehicles (trailer coupling) with

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

simultaneous dissipation of the forces occurring on the
ground
DE202021004098 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004097 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004095 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004093 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004092 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004091 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004090 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202021004083 U1

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

furniture
DE202019005848 U1

Explosion resistant frameless glass construction

se-austria GmbH & Co. KG
([AT])

DE202022104152 U1

Cat litter bucket with stand-by support

Rotho Kunststoff AG ([CH])

DE202022104093 U1

Sliding roof device and associated sliding roof assemblies for

Aisin Technical Center of

use with vehicles

America, Inc. ([US])

Flexible support, method for manufacturing same, and display

Chengdu BOE Optoelectronics

device

Technology Co., Ltd. ([CN])

US20220312604 A1

BOE Technology Group Co.,
Ltd. ([CN])
US20220311984 A1
US20220310037 A1
US20220307801 A1

System and method for rendering three-dimensional image

Lightspace Technologies, SIA

content

([LV])

Method and system for reducing motion-to-photon latency in

Lightspace Technologies, SIA

head-mounted display system

([LV])

Ballistic Helmet With An Accessory System

United Shield International LLC
([US])

US20220307554 A1

Breathing assistance apparatus

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
Limited ([NZ])

US20220306820 A1

Formulations with high glass transition temperatures, for

Henkel AG & Co. KGaA ([DE])

laminates
US20220306281 A1

Leading edge structure for a flow control system of an aircraft

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE])

US20220306223 A1

Trailer, in particular for a bicycle, for providing a usable space

PETER HARTZ MARKETING
GMBH ([DE])

US20220305902 A1

Portal Axle Arrangement and Motor Vehicle

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE])

US20220304467 A1

Improved wire shelf cover product, kit, and method

John Louis, Inc. ([US])

US20220304396 A1

Single-piece pad insert for bras

NIKE, Inc. ([US])

US20220308328 A1

Binocular device

i-Med Technology B.V. ([NL])

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees

US20220306939 A1

Liquid crystal-based light valve

Merck Patent GmbH ([DE])

US20220309823 A1

Fingerprint recognizing display panel and fingerprint

Wuhan China Star

recognizing display

Optoelectronics
Semiconductor Display
Technology Co., Ltd. ([CN])

US20220302717 A1

Systems and methods for battery impedance matching to

Premergy, Inc. ([US])

facilitate improved battery charging
US20220302599 A1

Method and apparatus for moldable material for terrestrial,

Socransky Alexander ([US])

marine, aeronautical and space applications which includes
an ability to reflect radio frequency energy and which may be
moldable into a parabolic or radio frequency reflector to
obviate the need for reflector construction techniques which
produce layers susceptible to layer separation and
susceptible to fracture under extreme circumstances
US20220295997 A1

Portable sunshade

Moore Bernadette Geselle
([US])

US20220298777 A1

Partition bracket assembly

BRACELOK IP LIMITED ([NZ])

US20220294867 A1

Method, electronic device, and computer program product for

EMC IP Holding Company LLC

data processing

([US])

Metal-shell battery and electronic device

Dongguan NVT Technology

US20220294031 A1

Limited ([CN])
US20220290790 A1

Percussive pressure damper

Schenker David Paul ([US])
JOHNSTON Patrick Edwin
([US])

US20220288795 A1

Extended-Frame Portable Vacuum Gripper

Nemo Power Tools, Ltd. ([HK])

US20220289124 A1

Insulating element

SIKA TECHNOLOGY AG ([CH])

US20220288876 A1

Device and method for producing preforms

Broetje-Automation GmbH
([DE])

US20220287243 A1

An electric pole pruner

Fiskars Finland Oy Ab ([FI])

US20220289427 A1

Shipping pallet and/or deck useful for such

RDP GROUP LIMITED ([NZ])

US20220285124 A1

Aberration correction in charged particle system

ASML Netherlands B.V. ([NL])

US20220284161 A1

Automated design hierarchy identification and simplified

Synopsys, Inc. ([US])

reduced model generation for static verification of circuit
designs
US20220281614 A1

Aircraft

HELENG INC. ([US])

US20220275540 A1

Module for a fiber preparation machine and fiber preparation

Maschinenfabrik Rieter AG

machine

([CH])

Vehicle aerodynamic cover

NISSAN NORTH AMERICA,

US20220274654 A1

INC.
US20220274650 A1

Land vehicles incorporating monocoques and modular mold

Workhorse Group Inc. ([US])

systems for making the same
US20220274357 A1
US20220276145 A1

Method for Producing a Fiber-Reinforced Plastic Component

Bayerische Motoren Werke

and Fiber-Reinforced Component

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

Bob and shaft designs for portable rheometry units

Schlumberger Technology

Publication numbers

English title

Current assignees
Corporation ([US])

US20220275118 A1

Long-chain branched propylene polymer composition

Borealis AG ([AT])

US20220275484 A1

Aluminum alloy for 3d printing or additive manufacturing, 3d

ACTS TECHNOLOGIES INC.

printing or additive manufacturing method using same, and

([KR])

aluminum alloy product or component manufactured by 3d
printing or additive manufacturing
US20220275160 A1
US20220274714 A1

PMMA-based cast polymers having improved mechanical

Evonik Operations GmbH

properties

([DE])

Muffler

ORBITAL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
([AU])

US20220274878 A1

Inorganic material with improved properties

AGEMOS AG ([CH])

Negative pressure wound therapy devices
WO2022200453 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

T.J.SMITH AND NEPHEW, LIMITED ([GB])

A61M-001/00* |F04B-039/00

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

ASKEM, Ben, Alan ([GB])

A61M-001/96* |A61M-001/98 |A61M-001/784

DAVIES, William ([GB])

A61M-001/882 |A61M-001/913 |A61M-001/918

ELDER, David, Michael ([GB])

A61M-001/96*4

|A61M-2205/18 |A61M-2205/21

GLENCROSS, James, Cunningham ([GB])

A61M-2205/505

|A61M-2205/581

|A61M-

JOHNSON, Danielle, Susan ([GB])

2205/584

MADRIZ, Camilo, Patrick ([GB])

A61M-2205/7518

|A61M-2205/7536

|A61M-

MAGGIORE, Andrea ([GB])

2205/8206

MCLUSKY, James, Donald ([GB])

A61M-2205/42 |F04B-039/00/27

WEBB, Christopher, John ([GB])
WEEDON, Hannah, Bailey ([GB])
Priority data including date
GB202104021 2021-03-23 [2021GB-0004021]
GB202116401 2021-11-15 [2021GB-0016401]
Family
WO2022/200453

A1 2022-09-29

A negative pressure device having a negative pressure
source, a canister in fluid communication with the negative
pressure source, a conduit the can couple with a wound
dressing to provide negative pressure to a space beneath the
wound dressing. Some arrangements of the negative
pressure source can have a first noise reduction chamber and
a second noise reduction chamber downstream of and in fluid
communication with an outlet of a pump. The first and
second noise reduction chambers can be configured to
reduce noise generated by the pump and/or a level of
pressure pulses in the fluid that is advanced through the
negative pressure source.

|

|F04B-037/10

Backrest for a vehicle seat, vehicle seat comprising this backrest and vehicle comprising the
vehicle seat
WO2022200108 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PSA AUTOMOBILES SA ([FR])

B60N-002/58* |B60N-002/64 |B60N-002/70

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

JORDAN, Frank ([DE])

B60N-002/64/3*

Priority data including date
DE102021202829 2021-03-23 [2021DE-10202829]
Family
WO2022/200108

A1 2022-09-29

The aim of the invention is to provide a functionally improved
and ergonomically advantageous backrest (1) for a vehicle
seat. The backrest (1) has a padding (5) which forms a
support area (6) for the back of a passenger of the vehicle.
The support area (6) has a stress-relief area (9) designed to
relieve the spine of the passenger.

|B60N-002/70 |B60N-002/58

Additively manufactured fluid-permeable material structure
WO2022199990 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

SIEMENS ENERGY GLOBAL GMBH & CO. KG ([DE])

B22F-003/11* |B22F-005/00

|B22F-005/04

B22F-010/28

|B22F-010/36

|B22F-010/366

Inventors

B33Y-010/00

|B33Y-050/02 |B33Y-080/00

ALBERT, Johannes ([DE])

F01D-005/16

|F01D-025/04

|

STROHMEIER, Oliver ([DE])
WANJURA, Stefan ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B33Y-010/00* |B33Y-080/00 |B33Y-050/02

Priority data including date

B22F-010/28

|B22F-010/36

DE102021202852 2021-03-24 [2021DE-10202852]

B22F-003/11

|B22F-003/11/15

B22F-005/00/9 |F01D-005/16

|B22F-010/366
|B22F-005/04

|F01D-025/04

F05D-2250/22 |F05D-2250/28 |F05D-2230/31
B22F-2999/00 |F01D-025/00/5 |F05D-2260/96
Family
WO2022/199990

A1 2022-09-29

The invention relates to an additively manufactured material
structure (10) for a turbine component (20, 30), in which the
material structure (10) comprises a solid material lattice (11)
and a porous functional material (12), the functional material
(12) being arranged in lattice interstices (13) in the material
lattice (11), and a fluid (F) being able to flow through the
functional material (12) during correct use of the component.
The invention also relates to a corresponding turbine
component and to a method and a computer program
product for manufacturing the material structure (10), design
parameters (V, p, v, o, a, d) for a solid material being selected
for the solid material lattice (11), and porosity-generating
design parameters (V, p, v) being selected for the functional
material.

Mobile flanging machine and method for mounting a mobile flanging machine
WO2022199973 A1
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The invention relates to a mobile flanging machine (1) for
pipes, comprising a portable frame (2), on which a drive (3) is
mounted, said drive driving a roller (5) via a transmission (16),
and comprising an adjustment mechanism (6) fixed to the
frame (2), on which a counterpressure roller (7) is movably
held, wherein a bent-up flange can be produced at the pipe
end by introducing a pipe end into a gap between the roller (5)
and the counterpressure roller (7). The invention also relates
to a method for mounting a mobile flanging machine.

|

Visible component for a motor vehicle, and motor vehicle having visible component
WO2022199915 A1
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The invention relates to a visible component for a motor
vehicle, comprising a fibre-reinforced plastics component
(10) having a multi-layer fibre reinforcement (30) which is
integrated in an at least largely transparent plastics matrix
(20), wherein the fibre reinforcement (30) is formed by a
visible layer in the form of a metallised glass fibre layer (33)
and at least one largely transparent structural layer (31, 32).
A touch display (40) is also provided on a rear face of the
fibre-reinforced plastics component (10) facing the visible
layer (33).

|B60K-2370/28 |B60K-2370/332
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Car body underframe and vehicle
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A car body underframe and a vehicle. The car body
underframe comprises two first frames (1) and a second
frame (2); the first frame (1) comprises an annular frame (11),
and the annular frame (11) comprises two first boundary
beams (111) that are opposite one another at an interval; the
second frame (2) comprises multiple first beams (21), at least
two first beams (21) being arranged transversely and being
detachably connected to form a second boundary beam
(211), and at least two first beams (21) being arranged
transversely and being detachably connected to form a third
boundary beam (212); the lengths of the third boundary beam
(212) and the second boundary beam (211) are the same, and
the third boundary beam (212) and the second boundary
beam (211) are longitudinally provided at an interval; the two
ends of the third boundary beam (212) and the second
boundary beam (211) are detachably connected to the first
boundary beam (111) at both ends. As such, the length of the
car body underframe can be adjusted to meet different
transportation needs and facilitate service and maintenance.

|B61F-001/08

Mouth-closing device, and fixing device for fixing intraoral apparatus
WO2022198467 A1
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A mouth-closing device, comprising a mouth-closing patch
(2), the mouth-closing patch (2) being fixed to a user's lips to
maintain the user's mouth in a closed state; and further
comprising one or more strip-shaped patches (7), the stripshaped patch (7) being connected to the mouth-closing patch
(2) and fixed to the user's face. A fixing device (1) is used for
fixing an intraoral apparatus, the fixing device comprising the
mouth-closing device, and further comprising a connecting
mechanism, wherein the connecting mechanism is located
between the mouth-closing patch (2) and the intraoral
apparatus, and the mouth-closing patch (2) is connected to
the intraoral apparatus by means of the connecting
mechanism; the connecting mechanism comprises a
connecting piece (3) and one or more fixing rings (4)
connected to the connecting piece (3); and the connecting
piece (3) is connected to the intraoral apparatus, the mouthclosing patch (2) passes through the fixing ring (4), and the
mouth-closing patch (2) is fixed to the user's lips.

A carrier assembly
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A carrier assembly (10) including a generally cylindrical
container (12) for receiving material (30) to be carried therein,
the container (12) having an opening (14) which extends
along a length thereof, support members (16) extending from
opposing end regions (18) of the container (12) for allowing
the container (12) to be supported during handling thereof, a
cover (20) for covering the opening (14) of the container (12),
a cover mounting arrangement (22) for displaceably
mounting the cover (20) on the support members (16) and
allowing the cover (20) to be displaceable between open and
closed conditions and engaging members (24) mounted on
opposing free end regions of the support members (16) for
engaging a pivoting apparatus (26) for pivoting the container
(12) about a central longitudinal axis (28) of the container (12)
in order to empty contents (30) thereof.

B65D-088/56

|B66C-013/08 |B66F-009/18/6

|B65D-088/12/6
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Recycled plastic board of a construction system for the construction of housing
WO2022197173 A1
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The invention relates to the field of construction, specifically to a system for the construction of housing and various
construction applications, such as classrooms, storehouses and construction in general, where the construction material is
made up of plastic boards manufactured with various types of polyethylene and polypropylene families, all post-consumer,
of an industrial, domestic and/or agricultural origin, with a defined colour and multicolour presentation. The development of
the invention described in this document aims to solve various problems: 1. Reduce the high housing deficit by means of
buildings that are quick to erect and cost less than traditional housing, as well as offer alternative housing as a necessity for
any human being in any society, regardless of race, ideology, socioeconomic status or geographic location. 2. Utilise plastic
material considered to be waste, regardless of its origin, which could be agricultural, urban or industrial. 3. Mitigate
greenhouse gases (GHGs) by reusing and recycling existing material, which prevents the generation of GHGs caused by the
manufacture of new materials, the resulting global warming, as well as the environmental impacts caused thereby. 4. Create
employment. 5. Alternative materials for other uses and applications.

Robotic surgery system
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A surgical system having a surgical device with an integrated
user interface controllable by a hand of a surgeon, an adaptor
for connecting the integrated user interface of the surgical
device to a robotic arm and a control unit for remotely
operating the surgical device when connected to the robotic
arm.
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Energy generating device
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The present invention comprises an energy generating device
(100) for generating energy from a flowing fluid, in particular
from a flow of wind and/or from a flow of water, comprising:
a rotational body (200), wherein the rotational body extends
along a rotation axis between a first point and a second point
and the rotational body (200) is designed to rotate about the
rotation axis and the rotational body is formed from at least a
first, a second and a third rotational segment (210, 211, 212),
wherein the rotational segments (210, 211, 212) are
connected to one another and are arranged along the rotation
axis and form a region around which fluid flows at least
partially, wherein the second rotational segment (211) is
arranged between the first rotational segment (210) and the
third rotational segment (212) and has a different diameter
from the first and the third rotational segment; and a
generator device (300) mechanically connected to the
rotational body, wherein the generator device (300) is
designed to generate energy that is obtained from rotation of
the rotational body.

|

Multi-profile milling apparatus and machining device
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The invention relates to a multi-profile milling apparatus (10)
for machining workpieces that are made preferably from
wood, wood materials, plastic, composite material and/or the
like, in particular for machining edges of the workpieces,
having a first milling device (11) which has at least one first
milling tool (18) with a first machining profile (19), wherein the
first milling device (11) is provided in a working position and
is able to be coupled to an output shaft (13), and having at
least one second milling device (12) which has at least one
second milling tool (21) with a second machining profile (22),
wherein the at least one second milling device (12) is movable
relative to the first milling device (11) between a use position
(24) and a non-use position (23), characterized in that a
locking device (27) having at least one centrifugal element
(28, 29) is provided and the at least one centrifugal element
(28, 29) locks the at least one second milling device (12) in
the use position (24) or the non-use position (23) during a
rotary movement of the milling devices (11, 12); and to a
machining device (20).

|B27G-013/00/7
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Antenna cladding for aircraft
WO2022194725 A1
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The invention relates to an antenna cladding (1) for aircraft, in
particular for commercial aircraft, for fastening to fuselage
fittings projecting from the outer skin (90) of an aircraft,
comprising a carrier element (2) for fastening antenna
modules (3) thereto, a radome-fuselage cladding (4) fastened
to the carrier element (2) for bearing on the outer skin (90) of
the aircraft, and a radome covering (5) which forms a
continuous cladding with the radome-fuselage cladding (4)
and is permeable to electromagnetic radiation in a
predetermined wavelength range. The carrier element (2) is a
fibre composite adapter plate (20) which has cutouts (22)
provided with inserts (23), wherein connecting fittings (26)
designed for connecting to the fuselage fittings are provided
in the inserts (23), said connecting fittings being arranged
between the upper and lower side of the adapter plate (20)
and being designed in such a way that the connecting fittings
(26) do not project beyond the upper side of the adapter plate
(20), and the fuselage fittings, when connected to the
connecting fittings (26), project into the adapter plate (20) but
not beyond the upper side thereof.

Stand for an image recording device, in particular a thermal imaging camera, and system for
detecting objects comprising a stand of this kind
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A stand for an image recording device, in particular a thermal
imaging camera, comprises a fastening unit (5) for releasably
fastening the stand (1) to a substrate, a rotary plate (7) which
is rotatable about a rotation axis (8) with respect to the
fastening unit (5), a rotary drive (9) for rotating the rotary plate
(7) about the rotation axis (8), a base (18) which is fastened
to the rotary plate (7) in a manner pivotable about a pivot axis
(19), a pivot drive (22) for pivoting the base (18), a coupling
unit (25), which is fastened to the base (18), for releasably
fastening the image recording device, a power source (15)
which is connected to the rotary drive (9) and to the pivot drive
(22), an open-loop/closed-loop control unit (14), which is
connected in a signal-transmitting manner to the rotary drive
(9) and to the pivot drive (22), for actuating the drives (9, 22)
with open-loop and/or closed-loop control, and a remote
control means (28) which is connected in a signaltransmitting manner to the open-loop/closed-loop control
unit (14).

|F16M-011/10 |F16M-011/20/71
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Adjusting assembly for adjusting at least one seat contour region of a vehicle seat for a vehicle,
vehicle seat having the adjusting assembly, and vehicle having the vehicle seat
WO2022194445 A1
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The invention relates to an economical and effective
adjusting assembly (1) for adjusting at least one seat contour
region of a vehicle seat for a vehicle, the adjusting assembly
being characterized by high adjustment speed together with
sufficient adjustment travel. The adjusting assembly (1) has
a first chamber (6a) and at least a second chamber (6b, 6c,
6d), and the two chambers (6a, 6b) can be filled with
compressed air. The adjusting assembly (1) comprises a
pneumatic device (2) for producing the compressed air and
introducing the compressed air into the first chamber (6a)
and into the second chamber (6b) and at least one supporting
apparatus (13a, 13b), which is designed to support the two
chambers (6a, 6b) against each other in the course of and/or
during filling with the compressed air and/or in a completely
filled state (15).

Main bearing assembly for a wind turbine
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The invention relates to a main bearing assembly (2) for a
wind turbine, which extends along an axis of rotation (6) and
has a main bearing unit (4) having a bearing housing (20), said
bearing unit being designed for fastening to an open machine
support (10). For a simple design of the main bearing
assembly (2), the bearing housing (20) is rotationally
symmetrical and at least one fastening foot (8) is provided,
which is designed as a component which is independent of
the bearing housing (20) and is fastened to the bearing
housing (20), and in the installed state the main bearing unit
(4) is fastened to the machine support (10) with the aid of the
at least one fastening foot (8).

Recording device and recording method for measuring a forest stand
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The invention relates to a recording method (A) and an
associated recording device (2) for measuring a forest stand
(7). The problem is that of facilitating an accurate
determination of the growth and of improving the recordings.
The solution is provided by way of the recording device (2)
comprising a telescopic rod (4) with a laser scanner (6)
arranged thereon, said laser scanner being located at an
upper end (5b) of the telescopic rod (4), and an anchor (10)
being provided at a lower end (4a) of the telescopic rod (4)
and serving to fasten the recording device (2) in the ground
(8), the recording device (2) having an inertial measuring unit
and the IMU being provided at the upper end (5b) of the
telescopic rod (4) in an arrangement with the laser scanner
(6) that has no play and the recording device (2) being pivoted
at a first height (H1) when a measurement is carried out such
that the upper end (5b) of the telescopic rod (4) describes a
figure with the laser scanner (6).

Advanced bonding agent
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The invention provides a bonding agent particularly suited for
bonding metal to castable polyurethane, polyesters and or
polyamides.

Flame retardant polypropylene composition
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The present invention is directed to a polypropylene
composition (C) comprising a propylene polymer (PP), a
flame retardant (FR), fibers (F) and optionally an adhesion
promoter (AP) as well as an article comprising said
polypropylene composition (C).

Method for the additive manufacturing of a component, using at least one volume chamber that
is to be filled with filler material
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The proposed solution relates in particular to a method for the
additive manufacturing of a component (1), wherein the
component (1) is built up in layers using at least one extruder
of a 3D printing device. During additive manufacturing of at
least one component layer (10) of the component (1), the at
least one extruder is used: – to initially produce, in a first
working step, an outer contour (10A) of the component layer
(10), which contour extends in a layer plane and comprises at
least one outer wall (101, 102), extending in a direction of
extent perpendicular to the layer plane, to at least partially
delimit a volume region (100), wherein at least one volume
chamber (2) that is open in a direction of extent is formed
inside the volume region (100), and – to at least partially fill,
in at least one subsequent, second working step, the at least
one volume chamber (2) with a filler material.

|B22F-010/85

Method for producing an inner tube for a supporting device, and supporting device having such
an inner tube
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The invention relates to a method for producing an inner tube
(4) for a supporting device for dissipating building loads (F)
caused by a ceiling formwork (1) or the like, comprising:
forming a flat metal sheet to create a thread structure
comprising a plurality of external thread sections (8a - 8c);
profiling the flat metal sheet provided with the thread
structure to form a tube geometry which is round in envelope
cross section; connecting the mutually facing butting edges
in a form-fitting or integrally bonded manner to form a closed
profiled tube. The invention also relates to a supporting
device having an inner tube produced in this way.

Monitoring device for a high-voltage installation
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The invention relates to a monitoring device (1) for a highvoltage installation (4) that is in operation. The monitoring
device (1) has an unmanned vehicle (16), a tower-like
insulator (19) arranged on the vehicle (16), and a sensor unit
(22) arranged on the tower-like insulator (19). A sensor (23)
can be used, for example, for capturing an image in the highvoltage installation (4). The invention further relates to a
method for monitoring a high-voltage installation.

Garden tool having blowing function
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The present invention relates to a garden tool having a
blowing function. In operation, a motor drives a fan to rotate
around the axis of the fan, so that air is blown out from an air
pipe. Moreover, for different working conditions, the garden
tool of the present application has the performance of
implementing different noise reduction effects. When the
blowing force of the garden tool is greater than or equal to 16
N and less than or equal to 23 N, that is, when the garden tool
is applied to a medium-load working condition, noise
generated by the garden tool is controlled as: 53 dBA≤LP<57
dBA; when the blowing force of the garden tool is greater than
23 N and less than or equal to 40 N, that is, when the garden
tool is applied to a heavy-load working condition, noise
generated by the garden tool is controlled as: 53
dBA≤LP≤0.0121 F2-0.0603 F+53.065 dBA. Thus, according to
the garden tool of the present application, noise in operation
is effectively reduced while the blowing performance is
ensured.

|

|

Wind power blade root layering design method and wind power blade root structure
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A wind power blade root layering design method and a wind
power blade root structure. The wind power blade root
layering design method comprises: dividing a blade root part
into a plurality of regions according to a load distribution of
the blade root part; and respectively determining a layering
parameter of each region according to a load characteristic
of each region. According to the wind power blade root
layering design method and the wind power blade root
structure, the regional design and laying of reinforcing layers
are used according to a load distribution of a blade root part,
such that the design of reinforcing layers at different parts of
a blade root can be optimized according to an actual load
characteristic, and a light-weight design is achieved while the
reinforcing layers of the blade root can provide rigidity for the
blade root, thereby facilitating the reduction of the usage
amount of a layering material, cost reduction and weight
reduction.
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Improved adaptive optical device and associated manufacturing process
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The invention relates to an adaptive optical device
comprising: - a deformable primary plate having an optical
surface for deforming an incident wavefront, - a plurality of
primary actuators for applying a force to said primary plate in
order to deform said optical surface, - a structure that is fixed
with respect to said primary plate, the device also comprising
- a deformable secondary plate bearing the primary actuators,
- a secondary actuator, connected to the structure, and
designed to exert, on said secondary plate, a force in an
actuation secondary direction in order to deform it, said
secondary direction and said secondary plate being secant.
The invention is particularly suitable for rapidly and precisely
modifying, with various amplitudes, the curvature of an
optical surface intended to modify an incident wavefront
within an optical system.
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Portable heating device
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In the case of a portable heating device (1) for setting up in
an interior area (2), wherein the heating device (1) has a
housing (3), wherein a combustion chamber (4) with a gas
burner (5) is arranged in the housing (3) and wherein the
heating device (1) has an exhaust-gas line (6), by means of
which the exhaust gases produced in the combustion
chamber (4) are discharged out of the interior area, it is
proposed that the combustion chamber (4) is connected in a
heat-conducting manner to at least one heat-emitting surface
(8), arranged on an outer side (7) of the housing (3), for
heating the interior area (2).
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Cold-rolled flat steel product and method for the production thereof
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The invention relates to a correspondingly cold-rolled flat
steel product having a ferritic primary structure and a high
tensile strength Rm, a high elongation at break A50 and a high
hole widening ratio λ, and to a method for its production.
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Steamer trough for steam treatment drawer
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The invention relates to a steamer trough (20) designed for
use in a steam treatment drawer (5) and having a metal
trough part (20a) with a rectangular basic shape which
comprises: a loading opening (20b) at the top; respective
edge regions (21) bent over outwardly at least on the left and
right on its upper edge; and respective handles (23) made
from plastic on the left and right of the outside (61a, 61b) of
the trough part, said handles extending from below the bentover edge region (21) laterally upwards to beyond the bentover edge region. A steam treatment drawer (5) has an
extendable support frame (30), a steamer trough (20) which
can be inserted therein and a cover (28) for covering the
loading opening (20b), the support frame (30) having lateral
flanges (16) onto which the edge regions can be placed, and
a recess (24) which is open at the top is formed in the lateral
flanges to matchingly accommodate a handle (23). The
invention is, in particular, advantageously applicable to multicavity cooking appliances having an oven arranged above the
steam treatment drawer.
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Flow-forming machine and method for flow forming
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The invention relates to a flow-forming machine and to a
method for flow forming a substantially rotationally
symmetrical workpiece with a drum-shaped circumferential
portion, with a spindle which can be driven in rotation about a
spindle axis, a clamping device, and a plurality of clamping
elements which are adjustable between a clamping position
and a release position by means of a first adjustment device,
the clamping force for holding the workpiece on the spindle
during the reshaping being applicable by the first adjustment
position, and a plurality of shaping rollers which can be moved
radially

and

axially

relative

to

the

drum-shaped

circumferential portion to reshape the circumferential portion
of the workpiece. According to the invention, a second
adjustment device is provided on the clamping device and by
means of this second adjustment device a position of the
clamping elements is adjustable in a radial direction in order
to adapt to a diameter of the workpiece, and a control device
is provided, by means of which the second adjustment device
is actuatable depending on the diameter of the workpiece to
be reshaped, the clamping elements being pre-positioned
radially depending on the diameter of the workpiece.
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Cable assembly for charging an electric vehicle, and parking assembly
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The present invention relates to a cable assembly for
charging an electric vehicle, said charging assembly
comprising: a charging cable for connection to a stationary
charging station, the charging cable having at least one
charging plug; a guide device, the guide device extending in a
horizontal direction; and a guide apparatus for guiding and/or
supporting the charging cable. Said guide apparatus
comprises: a deflection module for deflecting the charging
cable, the deflection module being positioned in the guide
device such that it can be displaced along the horizontal
direction; and at least one cable support for supporting the
charging cable, the cable support being switched and/or
displaced between an active state and a passive state in
accordance with a position of the deflection module, the
charging cable always having a rectilinear course in the guide
apparatus.
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Transport system having a modular container
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The invention relates to a transport system (F, F') having a
container (G, G'), which is intended to hold goods, piece goods
or similar articles to be transported (W, W') in an interior space
(7) substantially enclosed by means of a bottom wall (1), a
top wall (2) and four side walls (3, 4, 5, 6), the container (G, G')
having corner connectors (8). According to the invention a
container provided as a loading module (E, E') for the interior
(9) of a standard transport container (10) is designed as an
equipment box (11) which can be variably dimensioned (L, W,
H) starting from this standard, and which has securing
assemblies (12, 12') running at least in the region of vertical
edges between an upper and a lower corner connector (8, 8')
which are mutually opposed, said securing assemblies being
activatable in such a way that a plurality of equipment boxes
(11, 11') can be connected and released largely automatically
(HT) during loading and unloading and/or during stacking in
a horizontal or vertical direction.

Self-securing device preventing a communication means from remaining in an undefined
intermediate position
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The invention relates to a self-securing device for securing a
person, having: a first fastening element (K1) for fastening to
a securing element; a second fastening element (K2) for
fastening to a securing element; a communication means (7)
for communicating between the first fastening element (K1)
and the second fastening element (K2) such that, in a first
position of the communication means (7), the first fastening
element (K1) can be operated and the second fastening
element (K2) is blocked and, in a second position of the
communication means (7), the first fastening element (K1) is
blocked and the second fastening element (K2) can be
operated; and a control mechanism for controlling the
communication means (7) to prevent the communication
means (7) from remaining in an undefined intermediate
position between the first position and the second position.
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Roof ventilation system for a greenhouse
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The invention relates to a roof ventilation structure (3) for a
greenhouse or

warehouse (1) comprising

transverse

supports (21) carrying a bracket (28) connected to a hinging
arm (12- 14). The brackets (28) support an actuating rod (5)
that extends in the length direction L, in a sliding manner. The
hinging arm (12-14) is with one end (44,44') hingeably
connected to the bracket and with a second end (46,46')
hingeably connected to the actuating rod (5). A top roof
structure (41,42) is connected to the hinge arm (12-14) and
can be raised and lowered, by displacement of the actuating
rod in the length direction L for opening and closing of a ridge
ventilation gap (17). The roof ventilation structure is strong,
light-weight and compact and can be used in conjunction with
non-glass panes and semi-closed greenhouses.
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Method for operating a processing apparatus and corresponding processing apparatus
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The invention relates to a method for operating a processing
apparatus and to a corresponding processing apparatus. The
method and the apparatus of this type can be used in the
furniture and building element industries, for example for
processing a board-like workpiece consisting of wood, a
wood material, a wood-like material, a composite material or
a combination of these materials.
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The invention relates to a locking device for locking a
rechargeable battery pack with a consumer, comprising a
rechargeable battery pack interface for releasably connecting
the locking device to the rechargeable battery pack along a
connecting direction, wherein the rechargeable battery pack
interface has a receptacle, in which the rechargeable battery
pack is at least partially arranged in the connected state, and
at least one movably mounted locking element. The invention
proposes that the locking element is always movable in the
unconnected state and/or is preloaded with a force counter
to the connecting direction in the connected state.
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The present invention relates to a spoke-star unit made of a
fibre-reinforced plastic and designed as a closed ring in star
form, wherein the spoke-star unit has spokes between a hubside, inner circumference of the spoke-star unit and a rimside, outer circumference of the spoke-star unit, wherein,
within the spoke-star unit, a single fibre bundle runs
repeatedly between the inner circumference and the outer
circumference, along spokes of the spoke-star unit. Within the
context of the invention, it is proposed that the spokes should
be defined in the form of double spokes, wherein the spokes
have a loop on the rim-side, outer circumference of the spokestar unit. The loops allow better load transmission to the
spoke-star unit.
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A method of forming oxide layers where an element of aluminum or its alloy is subjected to anodic polarization in a silicate,
borate, hexametaphosphate bath or their mixture, preferably containing sodium or potassium silicate with a concentration
from 1 to 120 g/dm3, sodium or potassium tetraborate with a concentration from 1 up to 120 g/dm3 sodium or potassium
hexametaphosphate with a concentration from 1 to 240 g/dm3 sodium or potassium hydroxide with a concentration of 0.3
to 30 g/dm3 conducted under direct current or pulsed current regimes, while maintaining a current density of 0.1 A/dm2 up
to 50 A/dm2, positive voltage from 250 to 800 V and negative voltage from 0 to -150 V, for 5 to 120 minutes, preferably
rinsed in distilled water and dried, characterized by immersing the oxidised element in the liquid polymer monomer of
aluminum corrosion inhibitor, and after its extraction and drying, it is subjected to the anodic polarization process again,
which results in increasing the corrosion resistance of the metal substrate.
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The invention relates to a method for shaping a tool holder
(10) or basic tool holder (101) and to such a tool holder or
basic tool holder which, according to the invention, has a
basic shape which is suitable for sufficiently holding the
cutting tool or the cassette or the tool holder in the rest state,
that is to say without loading by a machining operation, this
basic shape being reinforced or being reinforced only at the
geometrical locations by accumulations of material which are
loaded as abutments by forces occurring during machining,
namely cutting forces and secondary forces. The invention
also relates to a tool holder or tool base holder.
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Provided is a trolley case, including an upper shell and a lower
shell hinged to the upper shell, an inner side of the upper shell
and an inner side of the lower shell being each provided with
a reinforcing strip, the reinforcing strip being disposed at an
inner periphery near an opening of each of the upper shell and
the lower shell, and when the upper shell and the lower shell
are closed together, the reinforcing strips disposed on the
inner side of the upper shell and the inner side of the lower
shell forming a support area to prevent the upper shell and the
lower shell from deforming and to jointly support a case body.
A clearance space exists between the reinforcing strip and
the inner periphery of the upper shell or the inner periphery of
the lower shell, the reinforcing strip includes strip sheets and
connecting blocks, each connecting block connecting two
adjacent strip sheets, and the strip sheets and the connecting
blocks are alternately arranged, where the strip sheet forms a
hollow space together with the inner side of the upper shell or
the inner side of the lower shell, and a reinforcing block is
provided between the strip sheet and the inner periphery of
the upper shell or the inner periphery of the lower shell. By
providing the hollow space via the strip sheets, the
connecting blocks between adjacent strip sheets, and the
reinforcing blocks, the reinforcing strip can have an
appropriate strength with hollow structures, thus reducing an
overall mass of the case body and preventing deformation of
the case body.
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Disclosed is a system (100, 200) for rendering threedimensional image content for a multi-focal display device
(102, 202). The system comprises a first processing subsystem (104, 232) configured to divide the three-dimensional
image content into a plurality of virtual depth planes (302,
304, 306, 308, 310, 312), associate each of the plurality of
virtual depth planes with one of a first set of displays and a
second set of displays of the multi-focal display device, and
generate a first array (300, 602) comprising the plurality of
virtual depth planes. The system also comprises a
transmission sub-system (108) configured to provide a data
channel (114, 234) for transmission of the generated first
array. The system further comprises a second processing
sub-system (106, 204) configured to receive the generated
first array and to render the three-dimensional image content
in the multi-focal display device based thereon.
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Disclosed is a head-mounted display system (100, 200, 300)
for reducing motion-to-photon latency. The head-mounted
display system comprises a head-mounted display apparatus
(102) comprising a display driver (202) to drive an image on a
display (204), a tracking system (206) to obtain a pose data,
a communication interface (106) to form communication
between the head-mounted display apparatus and a remote
rendering unit (104), and a display processor (208 configured
to collect a first pose data at a first moment of time and a
second pose data at a second moment of time and provide
the collected pose data to the remote rendering unit, collect a
third pose data at a third moment of time, receive a second
initial image from a remote rendering unit, use the third pose
data to form a second first initial image from the second
initial image and receive V-sync signal from the display driver
and thereafter provide the second initial image to the display
driver.
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Active damping of a measuring device
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Method for controlling via input-shaping applied to a driving
unit the relative movement of at least two structural
components of a measuring device such as a coordinate
measuring machine, the relative movement being driven by
means of said driving unit. The controlling signal driving the
driving unit is filtered by a tunable frequency filter so as to
reduce oscillations between the two structural components,
whereby the filterable frequency range is continuously
adapted according to at least one frequency region that is
derived from at least one monitored variable physical
property of one of the structural components, said property
change influencing the relevant frequency range to be
controlled. The variable property may be e.g. a position, a
mass, an acceleration, a torque, a force, a stiffness and it is
monitored by a sensor or by means of a dynamic model or an
observer.
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Protected component, protected vehicle and method
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Protected component (5), in particular hatch cover, having an
outer covering layer (8), an inner splinter protection layer (15),
a plurality of spacers (22 - 25) which are arranged between
the covering layer (8) and the splinter protection layer (15) in
order to hold the covering layer (8) at a distance from the
splinter protection layer (15), so that an intermediate space
(42) is provided between the cover layer (8) and the splinter
protection layer (15), and a casting compound (55) which fills
the intermediate space (42) in order to connect the cover layer
(8), the splinter protection layer (15) and the spacers (22 - 25)
to one another.
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Bodywork of a commercial vehicle with a fixing rail and commercial vehicle with a bodywork
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Connector for photovoltaic device, photovoltaic device and photovoltaic system
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The invention relates to a connector (8) for a photovoltaic
arrangement (1), which has a plurality of photovoltaic
modules (2), each having a floating body (3), wherein the
connector (8) is designed, wherein the connector (8) has a
base element (10) and a plurality of coupling elements (9)
projecting laterally from the base element (10), wherein each
of the coupling elements (9) has a fastening means (21) for
fastening to one of the photovoltaic modules (2), and wherein
the connector (8) allows at least one elastically deformable
compensating element (20) for allowing relative movements
of photovoltaic modules (2) connected to one another by the
connector (8) with respect to one another. Provision is made
for the respective fastening means (21) to have a disk-shaped
ring element (22) as compensating element (20) with an outer
edge (23) and an inner edge (24), which is fastened on the
outer edge side or inner edge side to the respective coupling
element (9) and can be fastened on the inner edge side or
outer edge side to the respective photovoltaic module (2), and
between the outer edge (23) and the inner edge (24) a plurality
of cutouts (29) which extend in the circumferential direction
of the ring element (22) and permit elastic deformation of the
ring element (22).
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A power supply unit for an electronic device includes an input
section comprising input terminals connectable to a primary
power source, an output section comprising output terminals
connectable to the electronic device and outputting at least
two secondary voltages having different nominal voltage
levels, and a power management section. The power
management section is configured to perform a shutdown
process upon existence of a shutdown criterion, wherein the
emergency shutdown process comprises decreasing each of
the secondary voltages down to a predetermined safety level
in a controlled manner.
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Battery pack and electric vehicle
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A battery pack and an electric vehicle are provided. The
battery pack includes a cell array and two first reinforcing
plates. The cell array includes a number of cells. Each of the
cells is defined with a length L, a thickness D, and a height H
between the length L and the thickness D. The number of cells
are arranged along a thickness direction, and the cells are
adhered to each other by a structural adhesive. The two first
reinforcing plates are arranged opposite to each other and are
respectively adhered to two surfaces of the cell array along
the arrangement direction of the cells, and are configured to
constrain relative positions between the cells.
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Pneumatic distribution machine with a plurality of distribution members and distribution
member for such a distribution machine
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Pneumatic distributor for discharging material to be
distributed, comprising a storage container (1) supported by
a frame and having an outlet opening (3), a metering member
(5) arranged downstream of the latter and having a rotatably
driven metering roller, and a transfer chamber (7) which is
arranged downstream of the metering member and which, on
the one hand, is connected to a fan (10) and, on the other
hand, in order to transfer the material to be distributed
metered by the metering element pneumatically to in each
case one distributing element, which are arranged at a lateral
distance from the longitudinal axis of the distributing
machine. The invention provides that the distribution
elements each have an impact body (16) which can be
mounted on the free end of a respective conveying line and
which has a concave reflection surface section (17) on each
of two opposite sides thereof, said concave reflecting surface
portions diverging in both opposite directions and away from
the free end of a respective conveying conduit.

Mobile foundation
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Mobile foundation with at least one base plate and at least
one cover plate arranged above the base plate. The base plate
and the cover plate are connected by at least one connecting
element which passes through the cover plate and is
designed, in particular, as a threaded rod. For this purpose,
the base plate has at least one receiving element, in particular
at least one threaded anchor, for receiving an end section of
the connecting element or of the threaded rod.

Battery, battery module, battery pack, and electric vehicle
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Disclosed are a battery, a battery module, a battery pack, and
an electric vehicle. The battery includes a housing and at least
two electrode core sets connected in series with each other
and each including at least one electrode core (4). The
electrode core (4) includes a positive plate, a negative plate,
and an electrolyte located between the positive plate and the
negative plate. The electrolyte is a solid electrolyte or a
polymer electrolyte. Isolation layers (43) are arranged
between opposite surfaces of two adjacent electrode core
sets. Each isolation layer (43) is formed by curing an
insulation adhesive coated on at least one of the opposite
surfaces of the two adjacent electrode core sets.

|
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This application relates a battery pack and an electric vehicle.
The battery pack includes a housing provided with a bottom
surface and a top surface. A battery assembly is arranged in
the housing. The battery assembly includes a structural
reinforcing member and a cell sequence formed by
connecting multiple cells. An outer surface of the cell includes
a bottom surface, a top surface, first side surfaces, and two
opposing second side surface. The bottom surface of the cell
faces the bottom surface of the housing, and the top surface
of the cell faces the top surface of the housing. The first side
surface has a largest area. The multiple cells are arranged
with second side surfaces thereof facing each other to form
the cell sequence, and the structural reinforcing member is
fixedly bonded with a first side surface of each cell in the cell
sequence. The battery assembly abuts with the bottom
surface of the housing to be supported in the housing.
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Disclosed are a battery, a battery module, a battery pack, and
an electric vehicle. The battery includes a housing and at least
two electrode core sets. The housing has an accommodating
cavity therein. The at least two electrode core sets are
arranged in the accommodating cavity and connected in
series with each other. Each electrode core set includes at
least one electrode core (4). The battery further includes
separators. The separators each are arranged between two
adjacent electrode core sets. The separator includes a first
separator (13) and a second separator (14). A gap is provided
between the first separator (13) and the second separator
(14).
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Tool for producing a semi-finished product from a pultrudate by means of Pultrusion, use of a
tool for producing a semi-finished product from a pultrudate by means of Pultrusion and
method for producing a semi-finished product from a pultrudate by means of Pultrusion
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One aspect of the present invention relates to a tool for the
production of a semi-finished product from a pultrudate by
means of Pultrusion, comprising: a waveguide for conducting
electromagnetic microwaves, wherein the pultrudate can be
introduced into the waveguide in a pultrusion direction, and at
least one field deformation element for deforming the electric
field distribution of the microwaves in the waveguide, wherein
the at least one field deformation element deforms the
electrical field distribution of the microwaves in the
waveguide in such a way that the power of the microwaves is
intensified in a spatial region in the interior of the waveguide
through which the pultrudate can pass in the pultrusion
direction and thus enables sharp transition regions in the
pultrudate with different degrees of curing. Further aspects
relate to a use of a tool and a method for producing a semifinished product from a pultrudate by means of Pultrusion.

Method for folding-up a vehicle
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The invention relates to a method for folding a vehicle,
comprising the step of applying a film section to a surface of
at least one body part (3) of a motor vehicle, wherein the film
section is a fibre fabric section (1).

Portal axle assembly and motor vehicle
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Portal axle arrangement 1 for a motor vehicle, the portal axle
arrangement 1 having at least one portal housing 2 and at
least one spring carrier 5, 6, the at least one portal housing 2
having a receiving portion 7 for a portal transmission and at
least one connecting portion 8, 9 for the at least one spring
support 5, 6, in which the at least one connecting section 8, 9
is designed as a support section, and motor vehicle with such
a portal axle arrangement.
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Housing arrangement for a drive unit, drive unit for a vehicle which can be driven with muscle
power and additionally with motor power, and vehicle
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The present invention relates to a housing arrangement (1)
for a drive unit (100) of a vehicle (101) which can be driven by
muscle power and additionally by engine power, and in
particular of an electric bicycle, Pedelecs, eBikes or the like,
which is designed with a first housing part (10), a second
housing part (20) and having at least one retaining and/or
connecting element (30), wherein, in the assembled state
(30), the retaining and/or connecting element (30) pulls the
first housing part (10) and the further housing part (20)
together indirectly or directly mechanically at mutually facing
first ends (11, 21) thereof, and are held on one another and
supported on one another, the holding and/or connecting
element (30) partially connects the first housing part (10)
and/or the second housing part (20) in a respective
longitudinal extension direction (X1, X2) thereof, and the
holding and/or connecting element (30) is supported with a
first end (31) on or in the first housing part (10) and with a
second end (32) opposite the first end (31) indirectly or
directly in the region of a second end (22) of the second
housing part (20) facing away from the first housing part (10).
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The invention relates to an additively produced material
structure (10) for a turbine component (20, 30), wherein the
material structure (10) comprises a solid material grid (11)
and a porous functional material (12), wherein the functional
material (12) is arranged in grid interspaces (13) of the
material grid (11) and wherein a fluid (F) can flow through the
functional material (12) during normal use of the component.
The invention also relates to a corresponding turbine
component, to a method and to a computer program product
for

producing

the

material

structure

(10),

wherein

construction parameters (V, p, v, o, a, d) for a solid material
are selected for the solid material grid (11), and wherein
construction parameters (V, p, v) producing porosity are
selected for the functional material.
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A pallet comprises a pallet arrangement which has a carrying
arrangement (1) for carrying at least one item and a skid
arrangement which is connected to the carrying arrangement
(1) and is intended to be supported with respect to a
supporting surface. Furthermore, it has at least one, in
particular profile-like, reinforcing element (13, 20) which is
permanently connected to the pallet arrangement and is
intended for reinforcing the pallet arrangement at least in
regions.
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Mounting frame (1) for mounting a sanitary body (2) on a wall
(3), at least comprising: - a fastening device (4) for fastening
the sanitary body (2); and - at least one mounting device (5)
for moving an air dehumidifier (6) through an inspection
opening (7) of the wall (3).
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Owing to the corona pandemia, the outdoor effect is
preferred. In the case of commercially available care carts,
only standing places are available, and free-standing tables
require corresponding personnel use. The new mobile kitchen
was equipped with folding tables and sunsails integrated in
the wall as weather protection. Since the known folding tables
are usually lightweight, they are moved manually. By means
of integrated service carriages, however, these are solid
wooden constructions which are difficult to handle manually.
For this reason, the sunsail has been fastened to an electric
blind retractor and is designed with a transverse rod in such
a way that it can be fastened to the table in order to pull the
latter into the upper end position. A region of approximately
35 cm of sunsail is located below the rod and can be used as
an advertising surface in the erected state and also during
travel. When the sunsail and folding table are lowered, it is
stopped at half the height in order to screw the support feet
to the table. After the table has been lowered, the sunsail is
removed from the fastening to the table and is erected
accordingly with supporting feet and tensioning cables.
During dismantling, the procedure is correspondingly
reversed, and a remote control is preferably used for
actuating the blind drive, so that the rolling up of the blind can
be checked at the same time. In the upper end position, the
transverse rod is then additionally laterally fixed.

Backrest for a vehicle seat, vehicle seat for a vehicle with the backrest and vehicle with the
vehicle seat
DE102021202829 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PSA Automobiles SA ([FR])

B60N-002/64* |B60N-002/90 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Jordan Frank ([DE])

B60N-002/64/3*

Priority data including date
DE102021202829 2021-03-23 [2021DE-10202829]
Family
DE102021202829

A1 2022-09-29

The aim of the invention is to provide a functionally improved
and ergonomically advantageous backrest (1) for a vehicle
seat which can be integrated into a vehicle. The backrest has
upholstery which forms a supporting region for a back of a
passenger of the vehicle. The support region has a relief zone
which is designed to relieve a spinal column of the passenger.

|B60N-002/70 |B60N-002/58

Mobile flanging machine and method for assembling a mobile flanging machine
DE102021107731 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Fr. Jacob Söhne GmbH & Co. KG ([DE])

B21D-019/04* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Thiessen Adrian ([DE])

B21D-019/04/6*

Dick Peter ([DE])
Kelmendi Korab ([DE])
Gradert Kai ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021107731 2021-03-26 [2021DE-10107731]
Family
DE102021107731

A1 2022-09-29

A mobile flanging machine (1) for pipes comprises a portable
frame (2) on which a drive (3) is mounted which drives a roller
(5) via a gear mechanism (16), and an infeed mechanism (6)
fixed to the frame (2), on which a counter-pressure roller (7)
is movably held, wherein a bent-over flange can be produced
at the pipe end by inserting a pipe end into a gap between the
roller (5) and the counter-pressure roller (7). The invention
also relates to a method for assembling a mobile flanging
machine.

|

Visible component for a motor vehicle and motor vehicle with a visible component
DE102021107572 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

B60K-035/00* |B60K-037/02 |B60K-037/06
B60R-013/00

|B60R-016/02 |

Inventors
Zeilmeier Bernhard ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Schade Mirko ([DE])

B60K-035/00* |B60K-037/06 |B60K-2370/1438

Reinhardt Cornelia ([DE])

B60K-2370/1434

Hollmann Falco ([DE])

B60K-2370/339 |B60K-2370/345
B60R-2013/0287

Priority data including date
DE102021107572 2021-03-25 [2021DE-10107572]
Family
DE102021107572

A1 2022-09-29

A visible component for a motor vehicle is specified, having a
fibre-reinforced plastic component (10) with a multilayer fibre
reinforcement (30) which is incorporated into an at least
largely transparent plastic matrix (20), wherein the fibre
reinforcement (30) is formed by a visible layer in the form of
a metallised glass fibre layer (33) and at least one
substantially

transparent

structural

layer

(31,

32).

Furthermore, a touch display (40) is arranged on a rear side of
the fibre-reinforced plastic component (10) facing away from
the visible layer (33).

|B60K-2370/28 |B60K-2370/332
|

|B60K-2370/816

Method, device and installation for producing a three-dimensional moulded part
DE102021107720 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Dieffenbacher GmbH Maschinen- und Anlagenbau ([DE])

B29C-070/00* |B29C-070/42 |B29C-070/44
B29C-070/46

Inventors
Graf Matthias ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021107720 2021-03-26 [2021DE-10107720]
Family
DE102021107720

A1 2022-09-29

The invention relates to a method for producing a threedimensional moulded part from a structure (1), comprising
the following steps: a. forming or providing the structure (1)
from at least one tape structure, said tape structure
containing at least one polymer; b. heating the structure (1) at
least above a softening temperature of the polymer of the
tape structure; C. Moulding and consolidating the structure
(1) by means of a three-dimensional mould to form the threedimensional moulded part; and d. removing the moulded part
from the mould, wherein the three-dimensional shape is
formed by a moulding material (4) in a moulding box (3) and
a contour (5) of the three-dimensional shape is formed on an
open side (6) of the moulding box (3) by contouring the
moulding material (4), in particular by embossing, removing
or applying the moulding material (4). The invention also
relates to a device (20) such as a system for producing a
three-dimensional moulded part from a structure (1).

|

Multi-profile milling device and machining device
DE102021106485 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HOMAG Kantentechnik GmbH ([DE])

B27C-005/00* |B27G-013/08 |

Leitz GmbH & Co.KG ([DE])
CPC - Cooperative classification
Inventors

B23C-2210/02 |B23C-2270/04 |B23C-2210/244

Klöpper Holger ([DE])

B27D-005/00/6*

Ehrensperger Heiko ([DE])
Graef Jürgen ([DE])
Kisselbach Andreas ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021106485 2021-03-17 [2021DE-10106485]
Family
DE102021106485

A1 2022-09-22

The invention relates to a multi-profile milling device (10) for
machining workpieces which are preferably made of wood,
derived timber products, plastic, composite material and/or
the like, in particular for machining edges of the workpieces,
comprising a first milling device (11), which has at least one
first milling tool (18) with a first machining profile (19),
wherein the first milling device (11) is provided in a working
position and can be coupled to a drive shaft (13), and having
at least one second milling device (12), which has at least one
second milling tool (21) with a second machining profile (22),
wherein the at least one second milling device (12) is movable
relative to the first milling device (11) between a use position
(24) and a non-use position (23), characterized in that a
locking device (27) with at least one centrifugal force element
(28, And the at least one centrifugal force element (28, 29)
locks the at least one second milling device (12) in the use
position (24) or the non-use position (23) during a rotational
movement of the milling devices (11, 12), and a machining
device (20).

|B27G-013/00/7

|

Energy generating device
DE102021106494 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Kuhn Harald ([DE])

F03D-003/06* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Erfinder gleich Anmelder ([DE])

F03D-003/06/1*

|F03B-007/00

|F03B-017/06/2

F05B-2240/312 |F05B-2240/98 |F05B-2250/311
Priority data including date
DE102021106494 2021-03-17 [2021DE-10106494]
Family
DE102021106494

A1 2022-09-22

The present invention comprises an energy generating device
for generating energy from a flowing fluid, in particular from a
wind flow and/or from a water flow, comprising: a rotational
body, wherein the rotational body extends along a rotational
axis between a first point and a second point and the
rotational body is configured for rotation about the rotational
axis and the rotational body is formed from at least a first, a
second and a third rotational segment, wherein the rotation
segments are connected to one another and are arranged
along the rotation axis, and form an at least partially fluidflown region, wherein the second rotation segment is
arranged between the first and the third rotation segment and
has a different diameter to the first and third rotation
segments; and a generator device mechanically connected to
the rotational body, wherein the generator device is
configured to generate energy obtained from rotation of the
rotational body.

F05B-2240/201 |F03B-003/08

|

Protected component, protected vehicle and method
DE102021106651 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Rheinmetall Landsysteme GmbH ([DE])

F41H-005/04* |F41H-005/22 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Franz Manuel ([DE])

F41H-005/04/57*

Priority data including date
DE102021106651 2021-03-18 [2021DE-10106651]
Family
DE102021106651

A1 2022-09-22

Protected component (5), in particular hatch cover, having an
outer covering layer (8), an inner splinter protection layer (15),
a plurality of spacers (22 - 25) which are arranged between
the covering layer (8) and the splinter protection layer (15) in
order to hold the covering layer (8) at a distance from the
splinter protection layer (15), so that an intermediate space
(42) is provided between the cover layer (8) and the splinter
protection layer (15), and a casting compound (55) which fills
the intermediate space (42) in order to connect the cover layer
(8), the splinter protection layer (15) and the spacers (22 - 25)
to one another.

|F41H-005/22/3

|

Leaf spring device, running gear and vehicle
DE102021106716 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Rheinmetall Invent GmbH ([DE])

B60G-011/02* |B60G-011/10 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Goutier Ingo ([DE])

B60G-011/107* |B60G-2206/428

|B60G-2206/7101

Weissert Martin ([DE])

B60G-2204/416 |B60G-2204/121

|B60G-2202/117

F16F-001/368/6
Priority data including date
DE102021106716 2021-03-18 [2021DE-10106716]
Family
DE102021106716

A1 2022-09-22

Leaf spring device (6) for a vehicle (1), having a leaf spring
device (7) which is produced from a fibre composite plastic,
a first bearing point (18) provided on a first end section (11)
of the leaf spring device (7) for bearing the leaf spring device
(6) on the vehicle (1), wherein the first bearing point (18) has
exactly three rotational degrees of freedom, and a second
bearing point (28) provided on a second end section (12) of
the leaf spring device (7) facing away from the first end
section (11) for bearing the leaf spring device (6) on the
vehicle (1), wherein the second bearing point (28) has exactly
one rotational degree of freedom.

|

Main bearing arrangement for a wind turbine
DE102021106616 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Schaeffler Technologies AG & Co. KG ([DE])

F03D-080/70* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Mangold Andreas ([DE])

F03D-080/70* |F05B-2240/14 |F05B-2240/50

Loosert Wolfgang ([DE])
Reichhart Marc ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021106616 2021-03-18 [2021DE-10106616]
Family
DE102021106616

A1 2022-09-22

The invention relates to a main bearing arrangement (2) for a
wind turbine, which extends along an axis of rotation (6) and
has a main bearing unit (4) with a bearing housing (20), which
is designed for fastening to an open machine support (10).
For a simple configuration of the main bearing arrangement
(2), provision is made for the bearing housing (20) to be
rotationally symmetrical and for at least one fastening foot
(8) to be provided, which is designed as a component
independent of the bearing housing (20) and is fastened to
the bearing housing (20), wherein in the assembled state the
main bearing unit (4) is fastened to the machine carrier (10)
with the aid of the at least one fastening foot (8).

Coupling component for connecting a patient connection piece to a respiratory gas supply
DE102021106755 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA ([DE])

A61M-016/06* |A61M-016/08 |

Inventors
Wotha Gerd ([DE])
Kaszás Helena ([DE])
Brandt Christoph ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021106755 2021-03-19 [2021DE-10106755]
Family
DE102021106755

A1 2022-09-22

The invention relates to a coupling component (1) for
connecting a patient connection piece (2) to a respiratory gas
supply (3). The coupling component (1) has a base body (4)
with at least one first connection structure (5) for connection
to the respiratory gas supply (3), a second connection
structure (6) for connection to the patient connection piece
(2) and a fastening element (7) for at least indirect and
detachable connection to a headband and/or headgear. The
fastening element (7) is designed and arranged in such a way
that, during operation, a tensile force exerted at least
indirectly on the fastening element (7) by the headband
and/or the headgear is at least partially converted via the
fastening element (7) into a pressing force acting in the base
body (4) in the direction of the patient connection piece (2).
The inventive technical solution is characterised in that the
fixing element (7) is rotatably mounted in relation to the base
body (4) by means of a rotary joint (8). an angle between a
direction of the tensile force and a direction of the contact
force can be modified by means of a rotary movement of the
fixing element (7) in relation to the base body (4).

Antenna fairing for aircraft
DE102021106321 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Lufthansa Technik Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

B64C-001/36* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Adugna Tobias ([DE])

H01Q-001/12* |H01Q-001/28 |H01Q-001/42

Strotmann Arno ([DE])
Exner Matthias ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021106321 2021-03-16 [2021DE-10106321]
Family
DE102021106321

A1 2022-09-22

The invention relates to an antenna cladding (1) for aircraft, in
particular for commercial aircraft, for fastening to fuselage
fittings projecting from the outer skin (90) of an aircraft,
comprising a support element (2) for fastening antenna
modules (3) thereto, a radome fuselage lining (4) fastened to
the carrier element (2) for bearing against the outer skin (90)
of the aircraft, and a radome cover (5) which forms a
continuous lining with the radome fuselage lining (3) and is
transparent to electromagnetic radiation in a predetermined
wavelength range. The carrier element (2) is an adapter plate
(20) made of fibre composite which has recesses (22)
provided with inserts (23), wherein connecting fittings (26)
designed for connection to the fuselage fittings are provided
in the inserts (23), which are arranged between the upper and
lower side of the adapter plate (20) and are designed in such
a way that the connecting fittings (26) do not project beyond
the upper side of the adapter plate (20) and the fuselage
fittings, when connected to the connecting fittings (26),
project into the adapter plate (20), but do not project beyond
the upper side thereof.

Lightweight load carrier for logistics for the simultaneous transport of several components,
preferably a pallet
DE102021001394 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Mercedes-Benz Group AG ([DE])

B65D-019/00* |B65D-019/06 |B65D-019/18

Inventors
Minsch Niklas ([DE])
Grosshans Armin ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021001394 2021-03-16 [2021DE-10001394]
Family
DE102021001394

A1 2022-09-22

The invention relates to a lightweight load carrier for logistics
for the simultaneous transport of several components,
preferably a pallet, comprising elements (3, 5) made of a fibrereinforced plastic. In the case of a lightweight load carrier
which is reduced in weight, permits a high geometrical
complexity and can nevertheless be transported without
damage, the separate elements (3, 5), consisting of an
endless

fibre-reinforced

plastic

(19),

are

assembled

modularly with connecting elements (7, 9, 13, 15) to form a
predetermined load carrier geometry.

B65D-019/26

|B65D-019/32 |B65D-019/38

B65D-019/44

|B65D-088/14 |

Lightweight component and method for producing a lightweight component
DE102022105108 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

B29C-044/12* |B29C-044/14 |B29C-044/44

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Schindlbeck Martin ([DE])

B29C-044/14* |B29C-044/44/5

|B29C-044/04/07

Hollmann Falco ([DE])

B29K-2023/12 |B29L-2031/3005

|

Dauner Willy ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021105904 2021-03-11 [2021DE-10105904]
Family
DE102022105108

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates to a lightweight component, in particular
a motor vehicle component, comprising at least one shell
component (10, 10', 12, 12'), which forms a first outer surface
section of the lightweight component (1-7), and a foam core
(20, 20A) made of foam particles. The foam core (20, 20A))
merges into a closed plastic skin (30) of melted and collapsed
foam particles, which forms a second outer surface section
of the lightweight component (1-7). The invention also relates
to a method for producing a lightweight component.

Roof tent for vehicles
DE102021106143 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Rodin Adventures UG (haftungsbeschränkt) ([DE])

B60P-003/33* |B60P-003/34 |E04H-015/06

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Krumm Robin ([DE])

E04H-015/06* |B60P-003/34 |

Priority data including date
DE102021106143 2021-03-12 [2021DE-10106143]
Family
DE102021106143

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates to a tent suitable for mounting on
vehicles, trailers or other load-bearing structures (also
wooden structures), comprising: - a first (upper) covering
section, consisting of a water-resistant upper shell and - a
second (lower) cover section, which contains a base element
of identical size to the upper cover section, and - at least one
outer hinge connection section, and - a tent portion coupled
to the first cover portion and the second cover portion, wherein the lower cover portion is provided such that the first
cover portion and the second cover portion are pivotable
relative to each other, characterized in that, in the folding
mode, the first covering section can be closed in the manner
of a box in a form-fitting manner with the second covering
section

without

additional

watertight

sections.

The

advantage is a doubling of the lying surface of the tent.
Located in the interior of the floor element is the tent together
with the linkage, which unfolds when the covering element is
opened either together with the latter or after the latter has
been opened.

Method for producing an inner tube for a support device and support device comprising such
an inner tube
DE102021202378 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PERI SE ([DE])

B21C-037/20* |B21D-005/00 |B21D-047/01
B21D-047/02

|E04G-025/04 |

Inventors
Häberle Wilfried ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B21D-005/10* |E04G-011/48 |E04G-025/06/5

Priority data including date
DE102021202378 2021-03-11 [2021DE-10202378]
Family
DE102021202378

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates to a method for producing an inner pipe
(4) for a support device for removing building loads (F)
caused by a ceiling formwork (1) or the like, comprising:
forming a flat metal sheet to produce a thread structure
comprising a plurality of external thread sections (8 a - 8 c);
Profiling the flat metal sheet provided with the thread
structure to form a tube geometry which is round in its
envelope cross section; form-locking or material-locking
connection of the mutually facing abutting edges to form a
closed profile tube. In addition, the invention also relates to a
support device with an inner tube produced in this way.

Device for actuating a toilet with a foot
DE102021105925 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Schmidt Dominik ([DE])

A47K-013/10* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Erfinder gleich Anmelder ([DE])

A47K-013/10* |

Priority data including date
DE102021105925 2021-03-11 [2021DE-10105925]
Family
DE102021105925

A1 2022-09-15

Previous devices, which have the task of operating a toilet
hygienically and without contact, are of very complex
construction with many mechanisms, are difficult to retrofit
and make cleaning more difficult. Furthermore, production
costs are high. Such devices can be used for mobilerestricted persons, during a pandemic situation with a higher
risk of infection or on Festivals or in (soccer) stages. The
invention makes possible the simple, hygienic use of the toilet
by means of an operation with a foot pedal and a rocker. The
device can be installed subsequently, is constructed costeffectively from a few parts and can be 3 d printed simply by
3D printing methods, for example FDM printing methods.
Furthermore, it is of modular construction and the parts can
be (partially) disassembled in a simple manner for cleaning.

Adjusting arrangement for adjusting at least one seat contour region of a vehicle seat for a
vehicle, vehicle seat with the adjusting arrangement and vehicle with the vehicle seat
DE102021202474 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

PSA Automobiles SA ([FR])

B60N-002/02* |B60N-002/62 |B60N-002/64
B60N-002/75

|B60N-002/90 |

Inventors
Kuhley Christian ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification
B60N-002/914* |B60N-002/99 |B60N-2002/026

Priority data including date
DE102021202474 2021-03-15 [2021DE-10202474]
Family
DE102021202474

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates to a cost-effective and effective
adjusting arrangement (1) for adjusting at least one seat
contour area of a vehicle seat for a vehicle. said adjusting
arrangement is characterized by a high adjusting speed with
an adequate adjusting path. The adjusting arrangement has a
first chamber and at least one second chamber,,, it being
possible for the two chambers, to be filled with compressed
air. The adjusting arrangement comprises a pneumatic
device for generating and introducing the compressed air into
the first chamber and into the second chamber and at least
one supporting device, which is designed to support the two
chambers, against one another during and/or during filling
with the compressed air and/or in a completely filled state.

Air guiding system
DE102021106053 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

HBPO GmbH ([DE])

B60K-011/08* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Höwelkröger Stefan ([DE])

Y02T-010/88

|Y02T-010/82

|B60K-011/08/5*

B60Y-2410/102 |B60Y-2410/113
Priority data including date
DE102021106053 2021-03-12 [2021DE-10106053]
Family
DE102021106053

A1 2022-09-15

The air guiding system for a motor vehicle front end has at
least one air guiding channel with an air inlet and an air
regulating device. The air regulating device comprises at least
one, in particular lamellar, air regulating flap which is mounted
in pivot bearings and can be pivoted via a drive, in particular
an actuator, in order to regulate the passage of air through the
air inlet. The air duct comprises a foamed or sprayed material
at least in the region of the air regulating device, in particular
in the region of the air inlet. At least one or a plurality of the
pivot bearings is/are accommodated or formed in the foamed
material.

|

Plug connector with protective element for a seal
DE102021202373 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

H01R-013/436* |H01R-013/502 |H01R-013/506
H01R-013/52

|H01R-013/629 |

Inventors
Tan Viet Nguyen ([VN])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Bao An Tran ([VN])

H01R-013/506 |H01R-013/436/1*

Hoang Anh-Tuan ([VN])

H01R-013/629/33

Priority data including date
DE102021202373 2021-03-11 [2021DE-10202373]
Family
DE102021202373

A1 2022-09-15

The present invention relates to a plug connector (1) for
plugging together with a mating plug connector (2) along an
insertion direction (100), the plug connector (1) having: a plug
connector housing (3) for receiving electrical plug contacts
for producing an electrical connection to mating plug
contacts of the mating plug connector (2), a secondary
locking element (5), which can be inserted into the housing
(3) transversely to the insertion direction (100) and in an
inserted state blocks a movement of the electrical plug
contacts in the plug connector housing (3), in particular
counter to the insertion direction (100), and a sealing element
(4) attached to the plug connector housing (3) for sealing
between plug connector housing (3) and mating plug
connector (2), wherein the secondary locking element (5) lies
opposite or on a first contact surface (4 a) of the sealing
element (4) which corresponds to a projection of the
secondary locking element (5) parallel to the insertion
direction (100) onto the sealing element (4), wherein the plug
connector (1) has a protective element (6) which is formed
separately from the plug connector housing (3) and is
fastened to the plug connector housing (3), and wherein the
protective element (6) lies opposite or on a second contact
surface (4 b) of the sealing element (5) which corresponds to
a projection of the protective element (6) parallel to the
insertion direction (100) onto the sealing element (4) in order
to prevent a contact between the mating plug connector (2)
and the second contact surface (4 b).

|

|H01R-013/52/19

Sandwich component, turbine jet engine and method for the production thereof
DE102021105792 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. ([DE])

B32B-005/14* |B32B-027/04 |B32B-037/14

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Ropte Sven ([DE])

B32B-037/14* |

Neumann Fabian ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021105792 2021-03-10 [2021DE-10105792]
Family
DE102021105792

A1 2022-09-15

Method for the additive production of a component using at least one volume chamber to be
filled with filling material
DE102021106037 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

AIM3D GmbH ([DE])

B22F-010/00* |B22F-012/00
B33Y-010/00

|B29C-064/118

|

Inventors
Lieberwirth Clemens ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Morrison Vincent ([DE])

B29C-064/106* |B29C-064/188 |B29C-064/393
B33Y-050/02

|B33Y-010/00 |B33Y-030/00

Priority data including date

B22F-010/22

|B22F-010/38

DE102021106037 2021-03-12 [2021DE-10106037]

B29C-064/40

|

Family
DE102021106037

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates in particular to a method for the additive
production of a component (1), whereby the component (1) is
built up in layers with the aid of at least one extruder of a 3 d
printing device. In the additive production of at least one
component layer (10) of the component (1), by means of the
at least one extruder - in a first working step, first of all an
outer contour (10 A) of the component layer (10) is produced
which extends in a layer plane and has at least one outer wall
(101, 102) For at least partially bordering a volume region
(100), wherein at least one volume chamber (2) which is open
in the direction of extent is formed within the volume region
(100), and - in at least one subsequent, second working step,
the at least one volume chamber (2) is at least partially filled
with a filling material.

|B22F-010/85

Housing, in particular for a motor vehicle
DE102021001289 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Mercedes-Benz Group AG ([DE])

H05K-005/02* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Hiermer Tobias ([DE])

H05K-005/00/52*

Priority data including date
DE102021001289 2021-03-10 [2021DE-10001289]
Family
DE102021001289

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates to a housing (10) having at least two
housing parts (12, 14) which are formed separately from one
another, are each formed from a light metal (11) and are
connected to one another, and having at least one sealing
element (18) which is formed as a liquid seal (17) and is
arranged between the housing parts (12, 14), wherein the
housing (10) comprises two intermediate elements (24, 26)
which are formed separately from one another and separately
from the housing parts (12, 14) and are formed from a
material (22) different from the respective light metal (11) and
between which the sealing element (18) is arranged.

|

Operating device for a vehicle
DE102021105646 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Behr-Hella Thermocontrol GmbH ([DE])

H03K-017/96* |H03K-017/96*5

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Kemppinen Pasi ([DE])

H03K-017/965* |H03K-017/96 |

Priority data including date
DE102021105646 2021-03-09 [2021DE-10105646]
Family
DE102021105646

A1 2022-09-15

The invention relates to an operating device for a vehicle,
having a housing (26) which has a front side (28) with a cutout
(30) which extends between two opposite bearing edge
sections (34) on the front side (28) of the housing (26), and
having an elastic and/or directly or indirectly elastically
mounted cover plate (24) which has two opposite bearing
ends (23) for bearing on the two bearing edge sections (34)
at which the cover plate (24) is fastened to the housing (26)
and covers the cutout (30). The cover plate (24) has a contact
sensor system (70) and an underside (42) facing the recess
(30) as well as an upper side facing away from the recess (30)
with an operating surface (40) with several control panels
(20) for manually actuating the cover plate (24) for the
purpose of inputting commands by pressing against the
cover plate (24) at the control panels (20) with a minimum
restoring force. Furthermore, the operating device is provided
with an actuating sensor (46) for detecting a deflection of the
cover plate (24) during the manual actuation thereof and a
movement transmission element (50) for transmitting the
movement of the cover plate (24) during the deflection
thereof to the actuating sensor (46).

|

Transport system with a modular container
DE102021001115 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Werbetechnik Hilker GmbH ([DE])

B65D-021/00* |B65D-088/12 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Hackenfort Günter ([DE])

B65D-007/06* |B65D-019/06 |B65D-021/02/01

Hilker Thomas ([DE])

B65D-021/02/04

|B65D-021/02/09

|B65D-

|B65D-2519/00273

|B65D-

|B65D-2519/00333

|B65D-

|B65D-2519/00611

|B65D-

|B65D-2519/00781

|B65D-

|B65D-2519/00995

|

025/00/5
Priority data including date

B65D-2590/0066

DE102021001115 2021-03-02 [2021DE-10001115]

2519/00293
B65D-2519/00323
2519/00497
B65D-2519/00616
2519/00661
B65D-2519/00711
2519/00786
B65D-2519/00805

Family
DE102021001115

A1 2022-09-08

In a transport system (F, F') having a container (G,G') which is
intended for receiving goods, piece goods or similar objects
(W, W') to be transported in an interior space (7) which is
largely enclosed by means of a bottom wall (1), a top wall (2)
and four side walls (3, 4, 5, 6), wherein the container (G,G') has
corner connectors (8), the invention proposes that a container
provided as a loading module (E, E') for the interior (9) of a
standard transport container (10) be designed as a container
which is to be variably dimensioned (L, B, H), which equipment
box (11) has securing assemblies (12, 12') running at least in
the region of vertical edges between an upper and a lower
corner connector (8, 8') lying opposite one another, which can
be activated in such a way that a plurality of the equipment
boxes (11, 11') can be connected and released largely
automatically (HT) during loading and unloading and/or
during stacking in the horizontal or vertical direction.

Connector device
DE102021202196 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

H01M-050/50* |H01R-013/11 |H01R-013/40
H01R-013/405 |H01R-013/504 |H01R-013/52

Inventors
Molitor Robert ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Ehard Dennis ([DE])

H01R-013/405 |H01R-013/504 |H01R-013/11

Moesle Julian ([DE])

H01M-2220/20 |H01M-050/249*

|H01M-050/244

H01M-050/296 |H01R-004/18/4

|

Priority data including date
DE102021202196 2021-03-08 [2021DE-10202196]
Family
DE102021202196

A1 2022-09-08

The invention relates to a plug device, in particular a plug
device for a rechargeable battery pack, having a plug housing,
at least one electrical contact element, wherein the electrical
contact element has a mating plug interface for electrical
connection to a mating plug and a cable interface for
electrical connection to a cable, wherein the plug housing has
a contact carrier and an outer housing part which are
connected to one another, wherein a potting chamber is
arranged between the contact carrier and the outer housing
part. It is proposed that the plug housing has an overflow
chamber which is arranged in the region of an opening of the
casting chamber.

Device for fixing a foot washing basin and foot washing device comprising such a device
DE102021105214 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

GROHEDAL Sanitärsysteme GmbH ([DE])

E03C-001/322* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Önder Erkan ([DE])

E03C-001/322* |

Priority data including date
DE102021105214 2021-03-04 [2021DE-10105214]
Family
DE102021105214

A1 2022-09-08

Device (1) for fastening a foot wash basin (2), at least
comprising: - a fastening frame (4), which has an overall
height (5) of at most 1050 mm; and - at least one fastening
element (6, 7) for the foot wash basin (2), wherein the at least
one fastening element (6, 7) is arranged on the fastening
frame (4) at a height (8) of 300 mm to 850 mm. The invention
also relates to a foot washing device (14) comprising such a
device (1).

Thermal insulation board made of mineral fibres with gypsum coating
DE102021001167 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Friemuth Bernd ([DE])

E04B-001/80* |E04C-002/284 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Friemuth Brigitte ([DE])

E04B-001/80* |E04C-002/284 |

Priority data including date
DE102021001167 2021-03-04 [2021DE-10001167]
Family
DE102021001167

A1 2022-09-08

Thermal insulation panel, consisting of a mineral fibre mat of
rock wool or glass wool with added binders or of a mineral
fibre such as rock wool or glass fibre compressed web, on the
two opposite main surfaces of which, a set coating of gypsum
and / or gypsum-based mortar, plaster or mixtures thereof, all
of which have the setting and drying behaviour inherent in the
gypsum, wherein both main surfaces have glass fibre fabric
webs embedded therein and the two main surfaces have
through-holes cut out of the centrally located mineral fibre
mats via a plurality of through-holes, which is also reinforced
with gypsum, the glass fibre and thus forms a rigid, rigid
spacer and shows the mineral fibre mat formed into a nonsupporting inner wall, building panel, partition and soundabsorbing wall.

Connector device
DE102021202204 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

H01R-013/11* |H01R-013/40 |H01R-013/52

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Molitor Robert ([DE])

H01R-004/18/4*

Ehard Dennis ([DE])

013/11/3

Moesle Julian ([DE])

H01R-013/41

Priority data including date
DE102021202204 2021-03-08 [2021DE-10202204]
Family
DE102021202204

A1 2022-09-08

The invention relates to a plug device, in particular a plug
device for a rechargeable battery pack, having a plug housing,
at least one electrical contact element, wherein the electrical
contact element has a mating plug interface for electrical
connection to a mating plug and a cable interface for
electrical connection to a cable or a conductor element,
wherein the mating connector interface comprises at least
one first arm and the cable interface comprises at least one
second arm, wherein the at least one first arm is connected
to the at least one second arm via a spine. It is proposed that
the at least one first arm and the at least one second arm
extend in the same direction starting from the back.

|H01R-013/11/2

|H01M-006/00 |

|H01R-

Cage for an axial ball bearing and method for assembling a ball ring with said cage
DE102021105455 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Schaeffler Technologies AG & Co. KG ([DE])

F16C-033/38* |F16C-043/06

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Popescu Gheorghe ([RO])

F16C-033/38* |F16C-043/06

Priority data including date
DE102021105455 2021-03-08 [2021DE-10105455]
Family
DE102021105455

A1 2022-09-08

The invention relates to a cage (1) for an axial ball bearing,
consisting of an annular flat disc (2) with a multiplicity of ball
pockets (3) which are uniformly spaced apart from one
another and are provided for receiving bearing balls (4), which
are designed as radial bores running axially centrally between
the outer and inner diameter of the flat disc (2) and have a
radial contour adapted to the shape of the bearing balls (4),
according to the invention the cage (1) is designed as a
sandwich component which consists of an annular upper
cage cover disc (5), an annular lower cage cover disc (6) and
an annular middle cage core disc (7) arranged between these
cage cover discs (5, 6), wherein the upper cage cover disc (5)
and the lower cage cover disc (6) are formed identically in
terms of their dimensions and can be fixed to the central cage
core disc (7) in a rotationally secure and positionally secure
manner with respect to one another and with respect to the
central cage core disc (7), which are filled with a soundabsorbing material.

|

|

Fire-resistant sandwich structure
DE102021105409 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Elbe Flugzeugwerke GmbH ([DE])

B32B-007/027* |B32B-015/04 |B32B-017/04

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Dunkel Albrecht ([DE])

B32B-017/04* |

Nitz Jano ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021105409 2021-03-05 [2021DE-10105409]
Family
DE102021105409

A1 2022-09-08

A fire-resistant sandwich structure for use in vehicles such as
aircraft, rail vehicles or buses is disclosed. The fire-resistant
sandwich structure (100) has a sandwich element (10) with a
first cover layer (12), a second cover layer (13) and a core
layer (11) arranged between them. In addition, the fireresistant sandwich structure (100) has a fire-resistant
membrane (20) with a connecting layer (21) and a fireresistant protective layer (22). The connecting layer (21) is
arranged between the refractory protective layer (22) and the
first cover layer (12) and connects the refractory protective
layer (22) to the first cover layer (12). The refractory
protective layer (22) prevents volatile substances from
escaping in the event of a fire. In addition, a vehicle with such
a fireproof sandwich structure as a floor panel or wall panel
is disclosed.

Cold-rolled flat steel product and method for the production thereof
DE102021105357 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG ([DE])

C22C-038/04* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Winzer Nicholas ([DE])

C21D-006/02* |C21D-2211/005

|C21D-2211/004

Mattissen Dorothea ([DE])

C21D-008/04/1 |C21D-008/04/26

|C21D-008/04/36

Bocharova Ekaterina ([DE])

C21D-008/04/42

|C21D-008/04/63

|C21D-

008/04/73
Priority data including date

C21D-009/48

DE102021105357 2021-03-05 [2021DE-10105357]

B32B-015/01/3 |C23C-002/06 |C22C-038/02

Family
DE102021105357

A1 2022-09-08

|C21D-009/52 |C21D-001/02

C22C-038/04

|C22C-038/06 |C22C-038/14

C22C-038/12

|C22C-038/16 |C22C-038/22

C22C-038/20

|C22C-038/24 |C22C-038/26

C22C-038/28

|C22C-038/38 |C22C-038/00/1

C23C-002/02

|C23C-002/28 |C23C-002/40

Component arrangement comprising a spacer element
DE102022002321 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Mercedes-Benz Group AG ([DE])

B22D-019/04* |B62D-025/08 |F16B-005/00
F16B-005/02

|F16B-043/00

|

Inventors
Hiermer Tobias ([DE])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Priority data including date
DE102022002321 2022-06-28 [2022DE-10002321]
Family
DE102022002321

A1 2022-09-01

The invention relates to a component arrangement (B)
comprising a spacer element (3) for the insulated adjustment
of the distance between a steel component (1) and a light
metal component (2). According to the invention, the spacer
element (3) is embodied as a ceramic element (4) which is
cast into the light metal component (2).

F16B-005/00

|F16B-043/00

|B62D-025/08

F16B-005/02

|B22D-019/00* |

Electrical energy storage device
DE102022001770 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Mercedes-Benz Group AG ([DE])

H01M-050/244*

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Steffens Dirk ([DE])

H01M-050/264*

Priority data including date
DE102022001770 2022-05-19 [2022DE-10001770]
Family
DE102022001770

A1 2022-09-01

The invention relates to an electrical energy store (1) having
an individual cell stack (E) which comprises a plurality of
individual cells (2) which are electrically connected in series
and/or in parallel, and having a frame arrangement (R) which
surrounds the individual cell stack (E) at least in sections,
characterized in that - the frame arrangement (R) has two end
plates (3) arranged on the end side of the individual cell stack
(E) in the stacking direction of the individual cells (2) and two
longitudinal connecting components (4) arranged on
opposite sides of the individual cell stack (E) in a longitudinal
axis (y) of the individual cell stack (E) running parallel to the
stacking direction of the individual cells (2), - the longitudinal
connecting components (4) are each angled at their two ends
and sections (4.1) of the longitudinal connecting components
(4) angled parallel to a transverse axis (x) of the individual cell
stack (E) overlap the end plates (3) by a predetermined
amount and - the angled sections (4. 1) Are each connected
to the end plates (3) in a materially integral manner by means
of at least one weld seam (S) which extends with its
longitudinal embossment parallel to the transverse axis (x) of
the individual cell stack (E).

|H01M-050/264 |

|H01M-050/244 |

Children's bicycle frame and children's bicycle frame
DE102021104718 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

FOND OF GmbH ([DE])

B62K-003/02* |B62K-009/00 |B62K-019/00

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Hentges Thomas ([DE])

B62K-009/00

Priority data including date
DE102021104718 2021-02-26 [2021DE-10104718]
Family
DE102021104718

A1 2022-09-01

The invention relates to a child's bicycle frame (110)
comprising a steering tube (118) for receiving a front fork and
a handlebar, a seat tube (115) for receiving a seat post and a
bottom bracket (112). Seat struts (116) extend from the seat
tube (115) to a rear wheel receptacle (114) and chain struts
(113) extend from the bottom bracket bearing receptacle
(112) to the rear wheel receptacle (114). The child 's bicycle
frame (110) is designed as a one-piece plastic injectionmolded part, wherein at least one section is hollow, which is
divided into: - a main section (111.1), which runs from the
steering tube (118) to a front branching point (111.2), - an
upper tube section (111.3), which extends from the front
branching point (111.2) to an upper vertex (111.4), at which
the seat tube (115) is arranged; - a lower tube section (111.5),
which extends as an extension of the main section (111.1)
from the front branching point (111.2) to the bottom bracket
mount (112). In the case of a child's bicycle frame, the main
tube falls in a main section from the control tube to a lower
vertex located in front of the seat tube and rises from there in
a secondary section to an upper vertex, through which the
seat tube is guided. The rear wheel struts fall downward from
the upper vertex in each case as far as the rear wheel
receptacle.

|B62K-003/04* |B62K-019/16

Spoke star made of a fibre-plastic composite
DE102021104740 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Evolime GmbH ([DE])

B60B-001/00* |B60B-005/02 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Bücker Marcel ([DE])

B60B-001/04/4 |B60B-001/00/3
B60B-005/02

Priority data including date
DE102021104740 2021-02-26 [2021DE-10104740]
Family
DE102021104740

A1 2022-09-01

The present invention relates to a spoke star made of a fibreplastic composite which is designed as a closed ring in star
form, the spoke star having spokes between a hub-side inner
circumference of the spoke star and a rim-side outer
circumference of the spoke star, wherein in the spoke star a
single fibre bundle runs several times between the inner
circumference and the outer circumference along spokes of
the spoke star. Within the scope of the invention, it is
proposed that the spokes are designed as double spokes, the
spokes having a loop on the outer circumference of the spoke
star on the rim side. The loops permit a better load transfer to
the spoke star.

|B60Y-2200/13 |

|B60B-001/04/3*

Steamer tray for steam treatment drawer
DE102021201953 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH ([DE])

A47J-027/00* |A47J-027/04

|A47J-027/06

A47J-036/00

|F24C-015/18

|F24C-001/00

Inventors
Ball Ludovic ([FR])

CPC - Cooperative classification

Clauss Christian ([FR])

A47J-027/04

Helminger Markus ([DE])
Kleinlein Philipp ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021201953 2021-03-01 [2021DE-10201953]
Family
DE102021201953

A1 2022-09-01

A steamer trough (20) is designed for use in a steam
treatment drawer (5) and has a metallic trough part (20 a) with
a cuboid basic shape, which has a charging opening (20 b) on
the upper side and which has an outwardly bent edge region
(21) on its upper edge at least on the left-hand and right-hand
sides, and on a left-hand and right-hand outer side (61 a, 61
b) of the trough part in each case one handle (23) made of
plastic, which extends from below the bent-over edge region
(21) to laterally upwards beyond the bent-over edge region. A
steam treatment drawer (5) has an extendable supporting
frame (30), a steamer trough (20) which can be inserted
therein, and a cover (28) for covering the loading opening (20
b), wherein the supporting frame (30) has lateral cheeks (16)
onto which the edge regions can be placed, and a cutout (24)
which is open at the top is formed in the lateral cheeks for the
fitting insertion of a handle (23). The invention is particularly
advantageously applicable to multi-cavity cooking devices
with an oven arranged above the steam treatment drawer.

|F24C-015/32/7*

|

Roof module, vehicle body and method for producing a vehicle body
DE102021104809 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

B62D-025/06* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Schilling Rudolf ([DE])

B62D-025/06* |

Konrad Oleg ([DE])
Krull Sebastian ([DE])
Raepple Marcus ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104809 2021-03-01 [2021DE-10104809]
Family
DE102021104809

A1 2022-09-01

Roof module (102, 104, 106, 108) for a vehicle body (100), the
vehicle body (100) having a front transverse receptacle (110)
and a rear transverse receptacle (112) for the roof module
(102, 104, 106, 108), wherein the roof module (102, 104, 106,
108) Has a longitudinal web (114) which is arranged at least
approximately centrally in the transverse direction of the
vehicle and is capable of acting as a load-bearing structural
section between the front transverse receptacle (110) and the
rear transverse receptacle (112), Vehicle body (100) having a
front transverse receptacle (110), a rear transverse receptacle
(112) and a roof module (102, 104, 106, 108) of this type, and
method for producing a vehicle body (100) of this type.

Roof module system, vehicle body and method for producing a vehicle body
DE102021104808 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft ([DE])

B62D-025/06* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Schilling Rudolf ([DE])

B62D-025/06* |B60J-007/00

Raepple Marcus ([DE])
Konrad Oleg ([DE])
Auer Robert ([DE])
Schaper Sebastian ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104808 2021-03-01 [2021DE-10104808]
Family
DE102021104808

A1 2022-09-01

Roof module system (110) for a vehicle body (100), the
vehicle body (100) having a front transverse receptacle (112)
and a rear transverse receptacle (114) for a roof module,
wherein the roof module system (110) has a plurality of roof
module variants (102, 104, 106, 108) from which a roof
module variant (102, 104, 106, 108) And can be mounted as a
supporting structural part on the front transverse receptacle
(112) and the rear transverse receptacle (114), Vehicle body
(100) having a front transverse receptacle (112), a rear
transverse receptacle (114) and a roof module variant (102,
104, 106, 108) selected from such a roof module system
(110), and method for producing such a vehicle body.

|

System comprising a battery pack and a connecting device
DE102021104606 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

B62J-043/20* |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Philipzik Fabian ([DE])

B62J-043/28* |B62J-043/23

Buck Simon ([DE])

B62K-019/30

Kunert Peter ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104606 2021-02-26 [2021DE-10104606]
Family
DE102021104606

A1 2022-09-01

The invention relates to a system comprising a rechargeable
battery pack and a connecting device, wherein the connecting
device

is

configured

for

releasably

connecting

the

rechargeable battery pack to an electrically drivable means of
locomotion, wherein the connecting device comprises a
locking device configured for locking the rechargeable battery
pack to the connecting device, wherein the locking device has
a rechargeable battery pack interface for releasably
connecting the locking device to the rechargeable battery
pack and a consumer interface for connecting the locking
device to the electrically drivable means of locomotion,
wherein the connecting device has a guide device which is
designed to guide the rechargeable battery pack. According
to the invention, the locking device comprises a housing
which is embodied in such a way that it can be connected to
the guide device in at least two different configurations.

|B62J-043/13

|B62M-006/90 |

Locking device for locking a battery pack
DE102021104610 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

B62J-043/20* |B62K-019/30 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Philipzik Fabian ([DE])

B62K-019/30

Kunert Peter ([DE])

B62M-006/90 |B62J-043/23

Buck Simon ([DE])
Priority data including date
DE102021104610 2021-02-26 [2021DE-10104610]
Family
DE102021104610

A1 2022-09-01

The invention relates to a locking device for locking a
rechargeable battery pack to a load, having a housing, having
a rechargeable battery pack interface for releasably
connecting the locking device to the rechargeable battery
pack along a connecting direction, wherein the rechargeable
battery pack interface has at least one movably mounted
locking element and one movably mounted blocking element,
wherein the blocking element is designed to block the locking
element in at least one state. It is proposed that the blocking
element has at least two, in particular three, engagement
points at which a force can be applied to the blocking element
in order to unlock the locking element.

|B62J-043/13* |B62J-043/28
|

Locking device for locking a battery pack
DE102021104614 A1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

B62J-043/20* |B62K-019/30 |

Inventors

CPC - Cooperative classification

Philipzik Fabian ([DE])

H01M-050/249*

Kunert Peter ([DE])

B62M-006/90 |B62K-019/40 |B62J-043/13

Buck Simon ([DE])

B62J-043/28

Priority data including date
DE102021104614 2021-02-26 [2021DE-10104614]
Family
DE102021104614

A1 2022-09-01

The invention relates to a locking device for locking a
rechargeable battery pack to a load, having a rechargeable
battery pack interface for releasably connecting the locking
device to the rechargeable battery pack along a connecting
direction, wherein the rechargeable battery pack interface has
a receptacle, in which the rechargeable battery pack is at least
partially arranged in the connected state, and at least one
movably mounted locking element. It is proposed that the
locking element be designed to be always movable in the
unconnected state and/or be prestressed with a force
counter to the connecting direction in the connected state.

|H01M-050/262 |H01M-2220/20

|B62J-043/23

|B62H-005/00/1

A highly stable SOI silicon pressure sensor chip
DE202022104537 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

CHINA NATIONAL CHEMICAL ENGINEERING NO. 14

B32B-005/02* |B32B-027/36 |G01L-009/00

CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD. ([CN])
ZHONGHUA TIANKANG TECHNOLOGY(NANJING) CO., LTD. CPC - Cooperative classification
([CN])

G01L-009/06* |G01L-009/00 |

Priority data including date
CN202220803294U 2022-04-08 [2022CN-U803294]
Family
DE202022104537

U1 2022-09-29

Highly stable SOI silicon pressure sensor chip, characterized
in that the sensor chip comprises a chip (100) and a chip
housing (101), wherein the chip (100) and the chip housing
(101) are fastened to one another by a fastening means, the
outer surface of the chip (100) is also provided with a
watertight layer (102), wherein the outer surface of the
waterproof layer (102) is provided with a wear-resistant layer
(103), the outer surface of the wear-resistant layer (103) is
also provided with a corrosion-resistant layer (104), the outer
surface of the corrosion-resistant layer (104) is also provided
with a superhydrophobic nanolayer.

Housing arrangement of a drive unit of a vehicle which can be operated with muscle power
and/or motor power
DE202022104297 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE])

H02K-005/10* |H02K-005/22 |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022104297U 2022-07-28 [2022DE-20104297]

H02K-005/10

|H02K-005/22/5*

B62K-001/00

|

Family
DE202022104297

U1 2022-09-22

Housing arrangement of a drive unit (10) of a vehicle (100)
which can be operated with muscle power and/or motor
power, comprising:- a housing (2) which has at least one
housing opening (20),- a plug connector (3) which has at least
one plug contact (31) on both sides, and-a sealing element
(4), which is arranged on the plug connector (3),- wherein the
housing (2) and the plug connector (3) can be connected to
one another in such a way that, in the connected state,the plug
contacts (31) are arranged both outside and inside the
housing (2),- wherein the housing (2) has a sealing surface
(25), which completely surrounds the housing opening (20),wherein the sealing element (4) has precisely one individual
sealing lip (41), by means of which, in the connected state of
the plug connector (3) and the housing (2), a seal is produced
between the plug connector (3) and the housing (2) on the
sealing surface (25), and-wherein the sealing surface (25) has
a coating (26) on which the sealing lip (41) rests in the
connected state of the plug connector (3) and housing (2).

|B60L-001/00

Pressureless heat accumulator
DE202022001702 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

IfL Ingenieurbüro für Leichtbau GmbH & Co KG ([DE])

F28D-020/00* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022001702U 2022-07-23 [2022DE-20001702]

F28D-020/00/43*

Family
DE202022001702

U1 2022-09-22

Pressureless heat accumulator, characterized in that the heat
accumulator has wall elements (1) which are in the form of
plates, in that the wall elements (1) which are connected to
one another enclose a cuboid space, four side walls, a bottom
and a top of the heat accumulator each being a wall element
(1), characterized in that the wall elements (1) have at least
one rigid part and at least one highly insulating vacuum
insulation panel (2), and in that at least one watertight film (4)
and/or a watertight layer is located in the interior of the heat
accumulator on the inwardly facing surfaces of at least the
four side walls and the bottom.

|F28D-020/00/34

|

Pocket roller bag
DE202022001154 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Neubauer Norbert ([DE])

A45C-003/00* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022001154U 2022-05-13 [2022DE-20001154]

A45C-003/00* |

Family
DE202022001154

U1 2022-09-22

Pocket roller bag (3) made of flexible, tear-resistant materials
for the transport of heavy hand loads, bags, bags, etc. for
relieving the weight of the fingers, hands, arms, shoulders and
joints, characterised in that a flexible bag in the form of a bag
roller bag (3) is fitted with movable rollers or wheels (2) and
two handles (4) with a weight, for example a shopping bag
(11), and relieves the weight on fingers, hands, shoulder and
joints by means of a rolling transport (12).

Mobile concrete pump with distribution mast eccentrically articulated to the mast base
DE202021102541 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Liebherr-Mischtechnik GmbH ([DE])

E04G-021/04* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202021102541U 2021-05-11 [2021DE-20102541]

E04G-021/04* |

Family
DE202021102541

U1 2022-09-22

Mobile concrete pump having a mast base, a pivoting head
which is held on the mast base and can be rotated about a
vertical pivot axis relative to the latter, and having a distributor
mast which is articulated on the pivoting head and can be
tilted up and down relative to the latter about a horizontal
tilting axis, which can be transferred from a folded transport
state into an unfolded operating state, characterized in that
the articulation point of the distributor mast on the pivot head
is laterally offset with respect to the pivot axis of the pivot
head in such a way that the torsional moment impressed by
the distributor mast is largely reduced.

Improved length adjustable ossicular prosthesis with in-situ extension from the head plate
DE202022104408 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Heinz Kurz GmbH ([DE])

A61B-017/29* |A61B-017/30 |A61B-017/94
A61F-002/18

|A61F-002/28

|A61F-002/48

Priority data including date
DE202022104408U 2022-08-03 [2022DE-20104408]

CPC - Cooperative classification
A61F-002/18* |A61F-2002/183

Family
DE202022104408

U1 2022-09-15

Auditory ossicle prosthesis (10; 20; 30; 40) which replaces or
bridges at least one member or parts of a member of the
auditory ossicle chain, wherein the auditory ossicle
prosthesis (10; 20; 30; A first fastening element (11; 21; 31;
41) designed as a flat head plate for mechanical contact with
the tympanic membrane and/or the hammer handle and a
second fastening element (12; 22; 32; 42) for mechanical
connection to a limb or parts of a limb of the ossicular chain
or to the inner ear, and a connecting element (13; 23; 33; 43)
which connects the two fastening elements (11, 12; 21, 22; 31,
32; 41, 42) to one another in a sound-conducting manner
along a longitudinal axis (z), and wherein the connecting
element (13; 23; 33; 43) comprises web elements (14; 24; 34;
24; 34; 44) which-at least in sections-can be spread radially
outwards away from the longitudinal axis (z) to a greater or
lesser extent and thereby more or less shorten the axial length
of the ossicular prosthesis (10; 20; 30; 40),characterised in
that the web elements (14; 24; 34; 44) are inserted at one end
directly into coupling regions (15; 25; 35; 45) of the first
fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) Open within the top plate
plane and are connected to the latter in a movable but nonreleasable manner,in that all the web elements (14; 24; 34; 44)
are likewise connected to a coupling element (16; 26; 36; 46)
in a movable manner and in a fixed manner during operation,
26; 36; 46), wherein the coupling element (16; 26; 36; 46) for
its part is connected at the other end either to the first
fastening element (41) or to the second fastening element
(12; 22; 32), in that the web elements (14; 24; 34; 44), together
with the coupling element (16; 26; 36; 46), connect the
connecting element (13; 34; 46) connecting the two fastening
elements (11, 12; 21, 22; 31, 32; 41, 42) to one another in a
sound-conducting manner, in that the connecting element
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(13; 23; 33; 43),in that the web elements (14; 24; 34; 44) are
designed in such a way that, in an in-situ state of the ossicular
prosthesis (10; 20; 30; 40) when a force is introduced onto the
web elements (14; 24; 34; 44) with a force component parallel
to the longitudinal axis (z) in the direction from the first
fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) to the second fastening
element (12; 22; 32; 42) occupy in situ in each case in sections
a position lying radially further from the longitudinal axis (z)
and thus the axial functional length between the first
fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) and the second fastening
element (12; 22; 32; 42), wherein the web elements (14; 24;
34; 44), upon introduction of a force with a force component
antiparallel to the longitudinal axis (z) in the direction from the
second fastening element (12; 22; 32; 42) to the first fastening
element (11; 21; 31; 41) Occupy in situ in each case in
sections a position lying radially closer to the longitudinal axis
(z) and thus the axial functional length between the first
fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) And the second fastening
element (12; 22; 32; 42) in situ,and in that the web elements
(14; 24; 34; 44) maintain their respectively set radial position
with respect to the longitudinal axis (z) in situ without the
action of a force.

Novel lightweight lignite fly ash ceramic sand formulation
DE202022104136 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Khan Abbas ([DE])

C04B-018/02* |C04B-018/08 |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022104136U 2022-07-22 [2022DE-20104136]

C04B-018/08* |C04B-018/02 |

Family
DE202022104136

U1 2022-09-15

A novel lightweight lignite fly ash ceramic sand formulation, the formulation comprising: a. lignite fly ash 50-99% by weight;
b. coal fly ash 0.1-49% by weight; C. bauxite residue 0.1-49% by weight; d. biomass coal fly ash 0.1-49% by weight; e. Ash
from energetic waste utilization 0.1 - 10% by weight; F. glass wastes 0.1 - 15% by weight; g. ceramic wastes 0.1 - 25% by
weight; H. bentonite 1 - 10% by weight, further constituents being added to the formulation in addition to the abovementioned
constituents.

Hammock frame for temporary attachment to a ball head coupling of motor vehicles (trailer
coupling) with simultaneous dissipation of the forces occurring on the ground
DE202022001476 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

Brück Guido ([DE])

A45F-003/24* |

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

DE202022001476U 2022-06-29 [2022DE-20001476]

A45F-003/24* |

Family
DE202022001476

U1 2022-09-15

Hammock frame 1 for temporary fastening to a ball head
coupling

of

motor

vehicles

(trailer

coupling)

with

simultaneous dissipation of the forces occurring to the
ground or other locations, characterized in that the hammock
frame found for mobile use consists of at least one base
frame 100, to which with the aid of at least two receptacles
for extension arms 200 the at least two extension arms 300
(consisting of lower part 301 and upper part 302) are fastened
in a pluggable and tool-free manner, which permits a
releasable non-positive and positive connection to the ball
head, wherein occurring forces are absorbed by at least one
offset support with clamping fastening 400.

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004098 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004098

U1 2022-09-15

Base element (100) which is designed to deform a mattress
and/or a piece of furniture (200) for lying on, having: a frame
element (101 a) which is formed at least partially from
elastically deformable material, in particular partially from
foam, and which has a base surface on a first side (118) and
a second side (116) opposite the first side, wherein the frame
element (101 a) has a compartment (102) on the second side;
an at least partially elastically deformable cover layer (101 b),
wherein the cover layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side
(116) of the frame element, so that the compartment (102) is
at least partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and
wherein the cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a
mattress arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an
adjusting device (300), which is arranged at least partially in
the compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein
the adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a
drive mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104'), which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
and wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at
least two rail elements (105 a-105 c) which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail can be displaced with
respect to one another via the at least one drive (108, 108').
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Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004097 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004097

U1 2022-09-15

Reclining furniture (200), having: a mattress (202) which is
placed with a first side on the top layer (101 b) of the base
element (100), so that the mattress (202) can be deformed at
least in regions by deformation of the base element (100) with
the adjusting device (300) at least in regions, and wherein the
mattress has a second side opposite the first side, which
forms a lying surface of the piece of furniture (200) for lying
on; and a base element (100), which is configured to deform
the mattress and/or the piece of furniture for lying on (200),
the base element having: an at least partially made of
elastically deformable material, in particular partially made of
foam, which frame element (101 a) has a bottom surface on
a first side (118) and a second side (116) opposite the first
side, wherein the frame element (101 a) has a compartment
(102) on the second side; an at least partially elastically
deformable cover layer, (101 b) wherein the cover layer (101
b) is arranged on the second side (116) of the frame element
so that the compartment (102) is at least partially delimited
by the cover layer (101 b), and wherein the cover layer (102 b)
forms a support surface for a mattress arranged opposite the
bottom surface (118); an adjusting device (300), which is
arranged at least partially in the compartment (102) of the
frame element (101 a); wherein the adjusting device (300) has
at least one drive (108) and a drive mechanism coupled to the
drive, the base element (100) and/or a mattress (202) placed
on the base element; wherein the drive mechanism (108)
comprises at least two rails (104, 104') which are arranged
substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of the base
element (100) and which are spaced apart from one another
parallel to a transverse axis of the base element (100) by at
least one transverse strut (103); and wherein each of the at
least two rails (104, 104') comprises at least two rail elements
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(105 a-105 c), which are arranged one behind the other
parallel to the longitudinal direction and are coupled to one
another via at least one joint, so that the at least two rail
elements of each rail can be displaced relative to one another
via the at least one drive (108, 108'); wherein the mattress has
at least one first and one second mattress element, wherein
at least one transverse groove (52) which extends in the
transverse direction (y) of the mattress and has a round, oval,
drop-shaped and/or elliptical cross section is formed on a
first outer surface (21) of the first mattress element (2)
and/or on a second outer surface (31) of the second mattress
element (3) in at least one shoulder support region (43).

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004095 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004095

U1 2022-09-15

Base element (100) which is configured to deform a mattress
and/or a piece of furniture for lying (200), having: a frame
element (101 a) which is formed at least partially from
elastically deformable material, in particular partially from
foam, which has a bottom surface on a first side (118) and a
second side (116) opposite the first side, wherein the frame
element (101 a) has a compartment (102) on the second side;
an at least partially elastically deformable cover layer (101 b),
wherein the cover layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side
(116) of the frame element, so that the compartment (102) is
at least partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and
wherein the cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a
mattress arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an
adjusting device (300), which is arranged at least partially in
the compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein
the adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a
drive mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104'), which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at least
two rail elements (105 a-105 c), which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail can be displaced relative
to one another via the at least one drive (108, 108'); wherein
the adjusting device (300) further comprises a control unit, to
actuate and/or to control the drive (108); wherein the
adjustment device (300) has at least one interface which is
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configured to receive and/or to transmit a control signal; and
wherein the at least one drive (108) is further configured to
actuate and/or to control the drive (108), the base element
(100) and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element
based on the control signal; wherein the control unit is further
configured to deform the base element (100), control and/or
actuate the drive (108) based on the control signal; and
wherein the at least one interface is a wireless interface
configured to wirelessly receive and/or transmit a control
signal.

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004093 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004093

U1 2022-09-15

Reclining furniture (200), having: a mattress (202) which is
placed with a first side on the top layer (101 b) of the base
element (100), so that the mattress (202) can be deformed at
least in regions by deformation of the base element (100) with
the adjusting device (300) at least in regions, and wherein the
mattress has a second side opposite the first side which
forms a lying surface of the piece of furniture (200) for lying
on; and a base element (100) which is configured to deform
the mattress and/or the piece of furniture (200) for lying on,
the base element having: a frame element (101 a) which is
formed at least partially from elastically deformable material,
in particular partially from foam, and which has a base
surface on a first side (118) and a second side (116) opposite
the first side, wherein the frame element (101 a) has a
compartment (102) on the second side; an at least partially
elastically deformable cover layer (101 b), wherein the cover
layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side (116) of the
frame element such that the compartment (102) is at least
partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and wherein the
cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a mattress
arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an adjustment
device (300), which is arranged at least partially in the
compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein the
adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a drive
mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104') which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
and wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at
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least two rail elements (105 a-105 c) which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail can be displaced with
respect to one another via the at least one drive (108, 108').

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004092 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004092

U1 2022-09-15

Base element (100) which is configured to deform a mattress
and/or a piece of furniture for lying (200), having: a frame
element (101 a) which is formed at least partially from
elastically deformable material, in particular partially from
foam, which has a bottom surface on a first side (118) and a
second side (116) opposite the first side, wherein the frame
element (101 a) has a compartment (102) on the second side;
an at least partially elastically deformable cover layer (101 b),
wherein the cover layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side
(116) of the frame element, so that the compartment (102) is
at least partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and
wherein the cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a
mattress arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an
adjusting device (300), which is arranged at least partially in
the compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein
the adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a
drive mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104') which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') comprises at
least two rail elements (105 a-105 c), which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail are coupled to one another
via the at least one drive (108, 108'); wherein the at least one
drive (108) is arranged on one of the at least two rails (104,
104') and is connected via at least one shaft to at least one
further rail (104, 104'); wherein the drive mechanism coupled
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to the at least one drive (108) comprises at least one cable
mechanism and/or at least one gear mechanism that is at
least partially integrated into at least one of the at least two
rails (104, 104') and/or the at least one cross strut.

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004091 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004091

U1 2022-09-15

Base element (100) which is designed to deform a mattress
and/or a piece of furniture (200) for lying on, having: a frame
element (101 a) which is formed at least partially from
elastically deformable material, in particular partially from
foam, and which has a base surface on a first side (118) and
a second side (116) opposite the first side, wherein the frame
element (101 a) has a compartment (102) on the second side;
an at least partially elastically deformable cover layer (101 b),
wherein the cover layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side
(116) of the frame element, so that the compartment (102) is
at least partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and
wherein the cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a
mattress arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an
adjusting device (300), which is arranged at least partially in
the compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein
the adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a
drive mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104') which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at least
two rail elements (105 a-105 c) which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail can be displaced with
respect to one another via the at least one drive (108, which
is configured to actuate and/or control the drive (108);
wherein the adjustment device (300) has at least one
interface, which is configured to receive and/or transmit a
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control signal; and wherein the at least one drive (108) is
further configured to actuate and/or control the drive (108),
the base element (100) and/or a mattress (202) placed on the
base element based on the control signal; wherein the control
unit is further configured to control and/or actuate the drive
(108) based on the control signal; wherein the at least one
interface is a wireless interface, which is configured to
wirelessly receive and/or transmit a control signal; and
wherein the base element further comprises an operating
device (120, 122), which is configured to wirelessly transmit
a control signal to and/or receive a control signal from the at
least one drive (108) and/or the control unit of the adjustment
device (300).

Adjustable base element for reclining furniture and reclining furniture
DE202021004090 U1
Current assignees

IPC - International classification

bett1.de GmbH ([DE])

A47C-027/14* |A47C-027/15 |A47C-031/12

Priority data including date

CPC - Cooperative classification

EP20201189 2020-10-09 [2020EP-0201189]

A47C-020/04/1*
A47C-027/05

Family
DE202021004090

U1 2022-09-15

Reclining furniture (200), having: a mattress (202) which is
placed with a first side on the top layer (101 b) of the base
element (100), so that the mattress (202) can be deformed at
least in regions by deformation of the base element (100) with
the adjusting device (300) at least in regions, and wherein the
mattress has a second side opposite the first side, which
second side forms a lying surface of the piece of furniture
(200) for lying on; and a base element (100) which is
configured to deform the mattress and/or the piece of
furniture for lying (200), the base element comprising: an at
least partially elastically deformable material, in particular
partially foamed material, which frame element (101 a) has a
base surface on a first side (118) and a second side (116)
opposite the first side, wherein the frame element (101 a) has
a compartment (102) on the second side; an at least partially
elastically deformable cover layer (101 b), wherein the cover
layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side (116) of the
frame element such that the compartment (102) is at least
partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and wherein the
cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a mattress
arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an adjustment
device (300), which is arranged at least partially in the
compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein the
adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a drive
mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104'), which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at least

|
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two rail elements (105 a-105 c) which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail are coupled to one another
via the at least one drive (108, 108'); wherein the mattress
(202) comprises at least one head support region (41) for
supporting a head, at least one neck support region (42) for
supporting a neck, at least one shoulder support portion (43)
for supporting shoulders, at least one lordosis support portion
(44) for supporting at least a portion of a spinal column, and
at least one pelvic support portion (45) for supporting a pelvis
of the user; and wherein the head support region (41), the
neck support region (42), the shoulder support region (43), the
lordosis support region (44) and the pelvis support region (45)
have at least partially mutually different profiles on the first
and/or on the second side of the mattress.
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Base element (100) which is configured to deform a mattress
and/or a piece of furniture for lying (200), having: a frame
element (101 a) which is formed at least partially from
elastically deformable material, in particular partially from
foam, which has a bottom surface on a first side (118) and a
second side (116) opposite the first side, wherein the frame
element (101 a) has a compartment (102) on the second side;
an at least partially elastically deformable cover layer, (101 b)
wherein the cover layer (101 b) is arranged on the second side
(116) of the frame element so that the compartment (102) is
at least partially delimited by the cover layer (101 b), and
wherein the cover layer (102 b) forms a support surface for a
mattress arranged opposite the bottom surface (118); an
adjusting device (300), which is arranged at least partially in
the compartment (102) of the frame element (101 a); wherein
the adjusting device (300) has at least one drive (108) and a
drive mechanism coupled to the drive, the base element (100)
and/or a mattress (202) placed on the base element; wherein
the drive mechanism (108) comprises at least two rails (104,
104'), which are arranged substantially parallel to a
longitudinal axis of the base element (100) and which are
spaced apart from one another parallel to a transverse axis of
the base element (100) by at least one transverse strut (103);
wherein each of the at least two rails (104, 104') has at least
two rail elements (105 a-105 c), which are arranged one
behind the other parallel to the longitudinal direction and are
coupled to one another via at least one joint, so that the at
least two rail elements of each rail can be displaced relative
to one another via the at least one drive (108, 108'); and
wherein the at least one drive (108) is arranged on one of the
at least two rails (104, 104') and is coupled via at least one
shaft to at least one further rail (104, 104') arranged opposite.

|
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Explosion resistant frameless glass construction
DE202019005848 U1
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Frameless glass construction (1) which inhibits explosion
and has a glass panel (2) and at least one energy-absorbing
structure (8, 9) which is connected directly to the glass panel
(2) in a force-fitting manner in an edge region (3) of the glass
panel (2), wherein a first metal profile (4.1) which is designed
as a supporting or load-bearing profile is provided, which is or
can be connected in a force-fitting manner on the one hand to
the supporting structure or substructure (10) and on the other
hand to the energy-absorbing structure (8, 9), and wherein a
second metal profile (4.2) designed as a supporting or
supporting profile is provided, which is or can be connected
in a force-fitting manner on the one hand to the supporting
structure or substructure (10) and on the other hand to an
edge region (2), wherein the energy-absorbing structure (8, 9),
which is or can be connected in a force-fitting manner to the
first metal profile (4.1), is connected in a force-fitting manner
to a first edge region (3) of the glass panel (2), and wherein
the second metal profile (4.2) is or can be connected in a
force-fitting manner to a second edge region (3) of the glass
panel (2), wherein the second edge region of the glass panel
(2) lies opposite the first edge region of the glass panel (2)
and the glass panel (2) is mounted on two sides by the metal
profiles (4.1, 4.2).
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Cat litter bucket with stand-by support
DE202022104152 U1
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A cat litter shovel (2) with a stand-by holder (1), wherein the
cat litter shovel (2) has a shovel blade (4) with a handle (3)
formed thereon, and wherein the stand-by holder (1)
comprises a base (14) and a holder (12) for receiving the
shovel blade (4), the opening of which is located on a side of
the standby holder (1) different from the base (14),
characterized in that the standby holder (1) further comprises
a bag dispenser integrated in its base (6).
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Sliding roof device and associated sliding roof assemblies for use with vehicles
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A sunroof assembly for a vehicle, comprising: a sunroof
panel; a rail (304) extending in a longitudinal direction of the
vehicle, the rail (304) having at least a plurality of guide
channels for receiving and guiding movable sunroof
components; a guide block (334), attached to a portion of the
rail (304) between a first end of the rail (304) and a second
end of the rail (304) opposite the first end; a ledge (302) under
the sunroof panel and supporting the sunroof panel, the ledge
(302) including a first end and a second end opposite the first
end that is a pivot point of the ledge (302), the ledge (302)
configured to pivot about the pivot point relative to the rail
(304) to change a state of the sunroof; a link in the rail (304),
wherein a first end of the link is pivotally coupled to a portion
of the bar (302) between the first and second ends of the bar
(302), wherein the link includes a first pin, positioned at an
intermediate portion of the link; and a drive slider in the track
(304) slidably coupled to the link, the drive slider having a linkfacing surface and a first slot (326) extending into the linkfacing surface, the first slot (326) having a first portion (428),
a second portion (430), and opposing first and second walls
(326 c, 326 d) extending along the first and second portions
(428, 430) along an interior of the first slot (326), the first slot
(326) configured to receive the first pin and guide the first pin
along the first slot (326) to control an angular motion
parameter of the link, the drive slider further including a link
support shoulder, the link support shoulder having an edge
that extends coplanar with and intersects the first wall (326
c) of the first slot along at least a portion of the first section
(428) of the first slot.

Flexible support, method for manufacturing same, and display device
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Provided is a flexible support. The flexible support includes
two first flexible support plates and one second flexible
support plate. The second flexible support plate includes a
first foldable region extending along a first direction, wherein
the first foldable region includes a first side edge and a
second side edge extending along the first direction; one of
the two first flexible support plates is disposed on a side,
distal from the second side edge, of the first side edge, the
other of the two first flexible support plates is disposed on a
side, distal from the first side edge of the second side edge,
and the two first flexible support plates are respectively
connected to two opposite side edges of the second flexible
support plate. A material density of the first flexible support
plate is less than a material density of the second flexible
support plate.
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System and method for rendering three-dimensional image content
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A system for rendering three-dimensional image content for
a multi-focal display device. The system includes a first
processing sub-system configured to divide the threedimensional image content into a plurality of virtual depth
planes, associate each of the plurality of virtual depth planes
with one of a first set of displays and a second set of displays
of the multi-focal display device, and generate a first array
including the plurality of virtual depth planes. The system also
includes a transmission sub-system configured to provide a
data channel for transmission of the generated first array. The
system further includes a second processing sub-system
configured to receive the generated first array and to render
the three-dimensional image content in the multi-focal display
device based thereon.
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Method and system for reducing motion-to-photon latency in head-mounted display system
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A head-mounted display system for reducing motion-tophoton latency. The head-mounted display system includes a
head-mounted display apparatus including a display driver to
drive an image on a display, a tracking system to obtain a
pose

data,

communication

a

communication
between

the

interface
head-mounted

to

form
display

apparatus and a remote rendering unit, and a display
processor configured to collect a first pose data at a first
moment of time and a second pose data at a second moment
of time and provide the collected pose data to the remote
rendering unit, collect a third pose data at a third moment of
time, receive a second initial image from a remote rendering
unit, use the third pose data to form a second first initial
image from the second initial image and receive V-sync signal
from the display driver and thereafter provide the second
initial image to the display driver.

Ballistic Helmet With An Accessory System
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The disclosure provides a ballistic helmet and a method of
assembling a ballistic helmet that includes a helmet shell and
a harness connected to the helmet shell. The helmet shell
includes a front portion and a rear portion. The harness
includes a nape pad, a tensioner disposed on the nape pad, a
plurality of securement straps, and a tension cable. The
plurality of securement straps are connected to the nape pad
and are configured to fasten to the rear portion of the helmet
shell. The tension cable is selectively adjustable by the
tensioner and is configured to fasten to the front portion of
the helmet shell.
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Breathing assistance apparatus
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There is provided an apparatus for delivering a flow of gas
having a controller, a housing defining a gasflow passage, a
motor with an impeller to deliver gas through the gasflow
passage, and a flexible printed circuit electrically connected
to the motor for electrically connecting the motor to the
controller. There is also provided an apparatus for delivering
a flow of gas having a housing defining a gasflow passage.
The gas flowing through the gasflow passage is a high
concentration oxygen gas. The apparatus has a motor with
windings and an impeller to deliver gas through the gasflow
passage, and an elastomeric shield to pneumatically isolate
the windings from the gasflow passage.
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The present invention relates to curable resin compositions,
to methods for producing cured compositions using said
curable resin compositions, and to items, in particular molded
parts, produced by means of such methods.
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A leading edge structure (1) for a flow control system of an
aircraft (101) including a double-walled leading edge panel (3)
surrounding a plenum (7). The leading edge panel (3) has a
first side portion (11) extending to a first attachment end (17),
a second side portion (13) extending to a second attachment
end (19), an inner wall element (21) facing the plenum (7), an
outer wall element (23) for contact with an ambient flow (25),
a core assembly (97). The outer wall element (23) includes
micro pores (31) forming a fluid connection between the core
assembly (97) and the ambient flow (25). The inner wall
element (21) includes openings (33) forming a fluid
connection between the core assembly (97) and the plenum
(7). The outer wall element (23) extends from the first
attachment end (17) to the second attachment end (19).
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A trailer for providing a usable space. The trailer includes a
wheeled underframe with a base element which is at least
partially open at a top, a roof element with a roof surface and
four adjacent side walls, and a connection element which
connects the base element to the roof element in a set-up
state. The connection element has an upper surface with at
least two adjacent, opposite side walls. In a travel state, the
roof element surrounds the connection element and the base
element from an outside at the top and at least partially at the
sides. To provide the set-up state of the trailer, the roof
element extends a dimension of the base element by being
erected substantially vertically, and the connection element
increases a height of the base element by being erected, so
as to provide a firmly enclosed usable space in an interior of
the trailer.
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A portal axle arrangement 1 for a motor vehicle includes at
least one portal housing 2 and at least one suspension arm 5,
6. The at least one portal housing 2 includes a receiving
section 7 for a portal gear and at least one connecting section
8, 9 for the at least one suspension arm 5, 6, in which the at
least one connecting section 8, 9 is designed as a support
section. A motor vehicle including such a portal axle
arrangement is also provided.
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A method for restoring the visual appearance of a wire shelf,
products employed in the method, and a kit containing the
parts used for the restoration are provided for simplifying the
process of altering the appearance of a wire shelf
construction. The kit preferably includes a top surface
covering having adjustable depth dimensions using joinable
segments. A profile is adapted and configured to engage with
the top surface covering. Fasteners coupled the front profile
to the wire shelf.
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Aspects herein are directed to a bra system comprising a
single-piece pad insert and a bra having a front portion with a
pocket in communication with a pocket space formed
between two textile layers used to form the front portion of
the bra. The single-piece pad insert is used to provide
shaping, modesty and support. When desired, a wearer can
insert the pad insert into the bra by way of the pocket opening.
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A binocular device for visualizing optical radiation comprises
a support structure, a left camera, and a right camera coupled
to the support structure. The left camera comprising left
optics and a left image sensor, the right camera comprising
right optics and a right image sensor, the left image sensor
and the right image sensor being configured to create left and
right video signals from detected optical radiation received
from the corresponding left and right input optics about a
same field of view along respective left and right input optical
axes. A specular reflection is detected.

Liquid crystal-based light valve
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A light valve that is operable in and electrically switchable
between an optically clear and transparent state and an
opaque state, wherein one or more polymerisable mesogenic
compounds provided in a layer containing a liquid-crystalline
medium that comprises one or more mesogenic compounds,
one or more chiral compounds, one or more dichroic dyes and
the one or more polymerisable mesogenic compounds are
subjected to photopolymerisation. Further, a liquid-crystalline
medium used in the method, a light valve obtained or
respectively obtainable by carrying out the method, and the
use of the light valve in mobile devices.
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Fingerprint recognizing display panel and fingerprint recognizing display
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A fingerprint recognizing display panel and a fingerprint
recognizing display are proposed. The fingerprint recognizing
display panel includes a display substrate. The display
substrate includes a cathode. A first fingerprint recognizing
electrode is arranged on a same layer as the cathode, and a
second

fingerprint

recognizing

electrode

is

arranged

vertically aligned to the first fingerprint recognizing electrode.
By arranging the first fingerprint recognizing electrode on the
same layer as the cathode of the display panel, the display
panel is better integrated, and an overall thickness and
production cost of the display panel are reduced.
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Systems and methods for battery impedance matching to facilitate improved battery charging
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Systems, methods, and apparatus for providing a homopolar
generator charger with an integral rechargeable battery. A
method is provided for converting rotational kinetic energy to
electrical energy for charging one or more battery cells. The
method can include rotating, by a shaft, a rotor in a magnetic
flux field to generate current, wherein the rotor comprises an
electrically conductive portion having an inner diameter
conductive connection surface and an outer diameter
conductive connection surface, and wherein a voltage
potential is induced between the inner and outer diameter
connection surfaces upon rotation in the magnetic flux field.
The method can also include selectively coupling the
generated current from the rotating rotor to terminals of the
one or more battery cells.
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Method and apparatus for moldable material for terrestrial, marine, aeronautical and space
applications which includes an ability to reflect radio frequency energy and which may be
moldable into a parabolic or radio frequency reflector to obviate the need for reflector
construction techniques which produce layers susceptible to layer separation and susceptible
to fracture under extreme circumstances
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The present invention is a unique process of manufacturing
rigid members with precise “shape keeping” properties and
with reflective properties pertaining to radio frequency
energy, so that air, land, sea and space devices or vehicles
may be constructed including parabolic reflectors formed
without discrete permanent layering. Rather, such parabolic
reflectors or similarly, vehicles, may be formed by
homogeneous construction where discrete layering is absent,
and where energy reflectivity or scattering characteristics are
embedded within the homogeneous mixture of carbon
nanotubes and associated graphite powders and epoxy,
resins and hardeners. The mixture of carbon graphite
nanofiber and carbon nanotubes generates higher electrode
conductivity and magnetized attraction through molecular
polarization. In effect, the rigid members may be tuned based
on the application. The combination of these materials
creates a unique matrix that is then set in a memory form at
a specific temperature, and then applied to various materials
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through a series of multiple layers, resulting in unparalleled
strength and durability.
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A portable sunshade configured for removable connection to
a chair backrest has first, second and third sections
removably connected to one another. The first section having
a pair of first frame tubes, a pair of first cross tubes, a pair of
second cross tubes, and joint connecting the first and second
pairs of cross tubes to the frame. The second section is
removably mounted to one end of the first section and has a
pair of second frame tubes, a first fabric panel supported by
the second frame tubes, and a pair of first hinge mechanisms
connecting end portions of the second frame tubes to
respective first end portions of the first frame tubes of the
first section so as to permit the second section to undergo
pivotal movement relative to the first section. The third
section is removable mounted to another end of the first
section opposite the one end thereof and has a pair of third
frame tubes, a second fabric panel supported by the third
frame tubes, and a pair of second hinge mechanisms
connecting end portions of the third frame tubes to respective
second end portions of the first frame tubes of the first
section so as to permit the third section to undergo pivotal
movement relative to the first section.
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Partition bracket assembly
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A bracket assembly for connecting the head track (282) of a
partition wall (280) to an overhead structural component
(298) of the building has a shaft (102) connected at right
angles to a base plate (106), which in turn is connectable to
the head track (282) so that the shaft extends substantially
vertically upwards. A pair of upwardly extending wings (118)
and an apertured intermediate portion (116) allowing the
bracket to be slidingly disposed about the shaft. The wings
(118) are connectable to arm portions (288), which in turn are
connectable to linking flanges (292), connectable to the
overhead structure 298. Springs (130, 132) bias the bracket
towards a neutral position. The bracket (110) is retained on
the shaft by an upper stop (108) and the base plate 106.
Apertured stabilising means (122,124) disposed about the
bracket (110) form a collar that guides and stabilises the
bracket (110) as it slides relative to the shaft (102) during
seismic activities.
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Method, electronic device, and computer program product for data processing
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Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a method, an
electronic device, and a computer program product for data
processing. The method for data processing includes:
generating, based on a category of a target data content
segment, a target tag for the target data content segment;
acquiring a reference tag set, a reference tag in the reference
tag set being generated based on a category of a historical
data content segment; and determining redundancy of the
target data content segment based on comparison between
the target tag and the reference tag set. In this way, the
distribution of a large amount of redundant data from an edge
server to a terminal device can be avoided, thereby saving
bandwidth, improving delay, and further providing a better
user experience for AR/VR content experience.
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A metal-shell battery includes: a cell including a metal
housing and an electrode assembly sealed in the metal
housing; a first conductive sheet; and a second conductive
sheet. The metal housing includes a first surface. An
electrode post is disposed protrusively on the first surface
and is insulated from the metal housing. Two electrodes of
the electrode assembly are electrically connected to the
electrode post and the metal housing respectively. One end
of the first conductive sheet is connected to the first surface.
One end of the second conductive sheet is connected to the
electrode post. A circuit board is connected to the other end
of the first conductive sheet and the other end of the second
conductive sheet respectively. |S1-S2|≤1 mm, S1 and S2 are
distances between the first surface, and the one end and the
other end of the circuit board respectively.
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A percussive pressure damper includes an entrance port, an
exit port axially displaced from the entrance port, an axial flow
channel extending from the entrance port to the exit port, a
plurality of expansion chambers each extending radially from
and in fluid communication with the axial flow channel, and
an outer wall enclosing the axial flow channel and the
expansion chambers. Each expansion chamber is enclosed
by an inner surface of the outer wall and by interior walls, such
that any cross section of the tube normal to the axial flow
channel cuts through at least one interior wall between the
axial flow channel and the outer wall. The expansion
chambers may form a generally cylindrical honeycomb
structure, each enclosing a hexagonal conical volume that
expands in a radial direction, the expansion chambers axially
stacked in radially symmetric and axially offset groups.
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An extended frame portable vacuum grip device is provided
having a rigid unitary support frame with elongated base and
peripheral support wall that can define an open chamber at a
face of the device for vacuum grip connections. A plurality of
corresponding components can be combined to form
independent vacuum grip regions within the open chamber
extending along the length of the support frame. A plurality of
ports can be defined through the base along its length that
can each operatively connect with a corresponding pump. A
plurality of closed-loop gaskets can each mate with
corresponding portions of the base and support wall within
the open chamber to act as vacuum seal members and define
independent vacuum grip regions. A corresponding support
frame for each gasket can help retain the independent
arrangement and enhance seal actions of the gasket. The grip
device can include structural reinforcements for reducing
applied stresses.
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An insulating element for sealing off a structural element in a
motor vehicle includes a carrier and an expandable material
that is arranged on the carrier. The insulating element has a
top side and a bottom side, wherein at least three contact
points are arranged on each of the top side and the bottom
side, which are designed in such a way that, when a plurality
of identical insulating elements are stacked, adjacent
insulating elements respectively lie on one another via these
contact points and are thus arranged parallel to one another.
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A device for producing preforms for aircraft structural
components, wherein the device has a supply unit, which is
designed to supply a layered structure having at least one
material ply of a thermally activatable, flexible fiber
composite material, together with a protective film arranged
in each case on at least one outer side of the layered
structure, wherein the device has at least one shaping unit,
which is arranged downstream of the supply unit in a
conveying direction and is designed to shape the layered
structure supplied, wherein in that the layered structure,
together with the respective protective film, can be fed to the
shaping unit or to one of the shaping units with a crosssectional profile with which the protective film or at least one
of the protective films extends along a straight line.
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An electric pole pruner
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An electric pole pruner having a spring returned cutting head
and equipped with a drive unit having an electric motor
coupled to a drum via an epicyclic gear assembly is
configured to reduce rotation speed and to increase torque. A
string element is coupled to the drum of the drive unit, and to
the cutting head so as to actuate the cutting head. The pole
pruner further includes a locking arrangement to selectively
lock or release a ring gear of the gear assembly so as to
convert rotation of the electric motor into rotation of the drum
when the ring gear is locked, and to convert rotation of the
drum into rotation of the ring gear when the ring gear is
released.
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A pallet 1 for carrying a load and be lifted by tines of a forklift
is disclosed. The pallet 1 comprises a planar deck 10 for
receiving a load thereon and a chassis below the deck for
supporting the deck. The chassis comprises a plurality of
hollow beams 112 of constant quadrilateral cross section in
a grid formation to act in bending to assist in pallet load
support. The beams 112 span parallel to the plane of the deck
10 and each oriented with vertical sidewalls facing
perpendicular to the plane of the deck 10 and horizontal
sidewalls facing parallel to the plane of the deck 10. At each
intersection of two beams of the grid a first of the two beams
has both of its vertical sidewalls removed to allow a second
of the two beams to pass through the first beam.
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A lens element of a charged particle system comprises an
electrode having a central opening. The lens element is
configured for functionally cooperating with an aperture array
that is located directly adjacent said electrode, wherein the
aperture array is configured for blocking 5 part of a charged
particle beam passing through the central opening of said
electrode. The electrode is configured to operate at a first
electric potential and the aperture array is configured to
operate at a second electric potential different from the first
electric potential. The electrode and the aperture array
together form an aberration correcting lens.
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A system performs efficient verification of a circuit design.
The system receives a circuit design including circuit blocks.
The system identifies some of the circuit blocks as modeled
circuit blocks. The system generates simplified reduced
models (SRMs) for the modeled circuit blocks. A simplified
reduced model includes circuit details sufficient for static
verification of the circuit design but excludes some of the
circuit details for the modeled circuit block. The system
performs static verification of the circuit design using the
simplified reduced models.
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An aircraft includes a fuselage having a top surface opposite
a bottom surface, a front section, a center section, and a rear
section. A first mounting rod and a second mounting rod are
coupled to the top surface. The first mounting rod and the
second mounting rod are single rods. A first and a second
wing are coupled to the center section. A plurality of power
generator systems are coupled to the first mounting rod or
the second mounting rod. Each power generator system
includes a power source, a first propeller and a second
propeller. The power source is configured to drive the first
propeller and the second propeller. The first propeller and the
second propeller have an axis of rotation, and are pivotable
between a first position and a second position. A shroud
encloses the power generator system.
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A module for a fiber preparation machine is a self-supporting
element having a cuboid shape with a length (L), a width (B)
and a height (H), as well as at least two lateral walls extending
in parallel respective planes and spaced apart by the width
(B). A cross beam connects the lateral walls to one another.
Each of the lateral walls is encompassed by a frame. A first
leg of the frame is arranged along the plane of the respective
lateral wall and a second leg of the frame is arranged at a right
angle to the lateral wall and facing away from the opposite
lateral wall. A fiber preparation machine includes a plurality of
the modules interconnected together.
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A vehicle aerodynamic cover includes an upper body portion,
a lower body portion and a boundary. The upper body portion
defines a top edge. The lower body portion extends
downwardly from the upper body portion and defines a
bottom edge. The upper body portion is inclined in an inboard
direction relative to the lower body portion when the
aerodynamic cover is in an installed state. The boundary
connects the upper and lower body portions.
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US20220274650
Electric

vehicles

are

disclosed

herein.

In

certain

embodiments, an electric vehicle includes a front cage, a rear
floor, an intermediate section, a utility cabinet, and a flatbed.
In other embodiments, an electric vehicle includes a front
cage, a rear floor, an intermediate section, and a flatbed. In
some embodiments, the front cage at least partially defines
an operator cabin, the rear floor is positioned rearward of the
front cage in a longitudinal direction, and the intermediate
section is disposed at least partially between the front cage
and the rear floor in the longitudinal direction.
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A method for producing a fiber-reinforced plastic component
and a fiber-reinforced plastic component. The method
includes providing a textile insert having a decoration,
inserting the textile insert and a semi-finished fiber product
into a pressing tool, and processing the textile insert, the
semi-finished fiber product, and a matrix material in the
pressing tool to form the fiber-reinforced plastic component.
The matrix material is cured during the processing.
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Bob and shaft designs for portable rheometry units
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A bob for a viscometer in a portable rheology unit is provided.
The bob may include a bob portion having a cylindrical portion
and a first end portion, the cylindrical portion defining a first
end of the bob. The bob may also include a plastic portion
interfacing with an interior surface of the first end portion,
wherein the plastic portion includes a conical area extending
from a conical area first end to a conical area second end, and
the conical second end is connected to an interior surface of
the cylindrical portion. The bob may also include a sleeve
portion connected to the plastic portion and a bob second end
portion connected to the sleeve portion.
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The present invention relates to a propylene polymer
composition comprising a long chain branched propylene
polymer, wherein said propylene polymer composition has a)
a xylene hot insolubles (XHU) fraction in an amount of less
than 1.0%, based on the total weight amount of the propylene
polymer composition, b) a melting temperature Tm of less
than 160° C., c) a crystallization temperature Tc of at least
115° C., and d) a F30 melt strength of from 5.0 to less than
30.0 cN, a process for producing said propylene polymer
composition by reactive modification of a propylene polymer
in the presence of a peroxide, an article comprising said
propylene polymer composition and the use of said propylene
polymer composition for producing an article.
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Aluminum alloy for 3d printing or additive manufacturing, 3d printing or additive manufacturing
method using same, and aluminum alloy product or component manufactured by 3d printing or
additive manufacturing
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The present invention provides an aluminum alloy for 3D
printing or additive manufacturing, the aluminum alloy
including 7% to 25% by weight of magnesium (Mg), 0% to
0.75% by weight of calcium (Ca), a total of 0.5% to 2.0% by
weight of scandium (Sc) and zirconium (Zr), unavoidable
impurities, and the remaining percentage of aluminum. In
addition, the present invention provides a 3D printing or
additive manufacturing method using the aluminum alloy.
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A composition can be used for producing a PMMA-based cast polymer with a low styrene content using urea (derivatives as
a formulation constituent, and a hydrophilic inorganic
compound as a filler. it is possible to produce PMMA-based cast polymers and mouldings having surprisingly high
mechanical stability from the composition.
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A compact muffler (40) for an engine exhaust system, which
is particularly applicable for use with small, reciprocating
piston two-stroke engines of the type used on unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). The compact muffler (40) comprises
an exhaust gas flow path (67) between an inlet (61) and an
outlet (63). The exhaust gas flow path (67) comprises a
plurality of adjacent flow passages (65), wherein at least two
of the adjacent flow passages (65) are fluidly connected in
series to enable the flow of exhaust gas from one to the other
along the flow path (67). The adjacent flow passages (65) are
configured for fluid flow therealong in opposed directions. A
bypass passage (70) is provided between the two adjacent
flow passages (65) for further communication between the
two flow passages and to promote an equalisation of fluid
pressure within the two adjacent passages (65). A UAV
having an internal combustion engine (31) fitted with an
exhaust system comprising the compact muffler (40) is also
disclosed.
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Inorganic material with improved properties
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Suggested is a solid formed with Si, Al, Ca, O and at least one
of Na and K, characterized in that in the 27Al-MAS-NMR
spectra of the solid compared to the 27Al-MAS-NMR
spectrum of calcium aluminate, an additional signal is
present which has a chemical shift which lies between that of
the main peak of calcium aluminate and that peak of calcium
aluminate which is closest to the main peak in the higher field.
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